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1. INTRODUCTION 
  

Collaboration is the product of human interaction. Because collaboration is 

inherent in communication, different ways of collaborating have existed as long as we 

have had others to work with. One example of a recurring collaboration is a conversation 

between two people. Both speakers contribute thoughts and sentences to the discourse, 

and without speaking we lose an element of social exchange.  

We expect collaboration in conversations so we do not label them as such. 

Similarly, collaboration is a normal part of theatre. Writers, directors, actors, producers, 

and technicians work together on any given production. Collaborative playwriting in the 

Renaissance was so common that no one differentiated it from solo playwriting. Even 

though plays were usually attributed to a single author, audiences assumed that many 

people contributed to the final draft. Our concept of singular authorship, which is more 

apparent in regard to novels and poems but is still present in theatre, was not developed 

until more recently. To demonstrate how important collaborative authorship is, I ask you 

to consider the following lines from Henry VIII: 

 

“Speak it here: 
There's nothing I have done yet, o' my conscience, 
Deserves a corner: would all other women 
Could speak this with as free a soul as I do!” (3.1.1657-1660) 

 

The speech above belongs to Henry’s first wife, Katherine of Aragon. Confidence 

propels her words and there is power in her sentences. She is depicted as a woman 

wrongly convicted, and through her dialogue she is able to eloquently defy her accusers. 
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Her lines show strength regardless of who wrote them, and a reader might question why 

we bother assigning authorship.  However, a play’s author matters even if our knowledge 

of who wrote it does not change the work. Humans are in a continual state of creation, 

and when we know how or by whom something was developed, we begin to consider 

why the work is significant. 

Henry VIII is rife with accusations, treason and guilt. The 1613 play follows the 

life of King Henry through his tumultuous divorce to the birth of future queen Elizabeth. 

The play is divisive, but not with the political controversy that an audience might expect. 

For centuries, scholars have questioned the authorship of Henry VIII, which was 

considered Shakespeare’s until James Spedding in 1850 proposed that Shakespeare and 

his contemporary John Fletcher co-authored the play. Spedding proposed a specific 

author-division of the text based on linguistic clues, and subsequent scholars put forth 

numerous and conflicting theories about how we should determine who wrote Henry 

VIII. But although some methods are more plausible than others, there is no universally 

accepted way to determine unknown authorship.  

I plan to examine these questions through the lens of collaborative authorship. I 

want to provide insight on how studying collaborative writing can influence our idea of 

the individual writer. We have certain expectations when we are given an authorship 

claim. If Shakespeare is listed as the author of a play, with our twenty-first century 

understanding we assume that he wrote the script, penned the manuscript, and comprised 

the text himself. He wrote the lines for every character in every scene, including 

Katherine’s speech above. He uses particular speech patterns and writes with his own 

vocabulary, a vocabulary that overlaps with that of everyone else speaking the same 
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language, but a vocabulary with outlier terms that he uses more than others.  

The lines of a play are its structure and form. Because text is crucial to the play’s 

function, we want to give someone credit for writing it. Our modern sensitivities are 

offended by the idea that a play might be credited to the wrong person, so we tend to 

ignore that this misattribution could be true. In these cases, the original author never 

receives credit for something he or she did.1  In an effort to distinguish writing by 

particular authors, scholars have studied sentence structure, word frequency, content, and 

theme. I propose a different way to consider studying authorship. If we combine multiple 

methods of text analysis, from the literary to the empirical perspective, we can reach a 

fuller understanding of collaborative authorship and of individual author contributions 

within that structure.  

When two people collaborate on a play, they are working for a product. One 

might modify his writing to mimic the other’s style, and words written by both of them 

will naturally suit the context of their play. Despite these similarities, however, linguistic 

differences remain. I want to investigate what happens to an individual’s writing when he 

works with someone else. I am fascinated by the extent to which a person’s writing 

changes when he is working on something collaboratively. If two people write a 

children’s book together, they will probably switch to the same conventions of children’s 

literature. In most cases the authors’ goal is to create a coherent and unified piece, and 

they adapt their writing to genre expectations. However, within that framework, both 

contributors have expectations of how to write a children’s book. Both have their own 

experiences with children’s literature and their individual assumptions will be present in 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 To avoid confusion as I proceed, I will refer to the author or writer as “he” and the 
reader as “she.”  
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their writing even though the work of the two authors together is more similar than their 

work separately.  

I explore the history of collaboration studies in this thesis in order to provide new 

ideas about the way we write. Two extreme possibilities for collaborative writing, 

nihilistic and schismatic, have previously been imposed on Shakespeare’s plays. Through 

my research I have new evidence to support a theory between these two extremes, 

suggesting where and how Shakespeare collaborated with contemporary John Fletcher 

and hypothesizing about where they most influenced each other.  

The nihilistic view is that we can never determine exactly who wrote pieces of a 

collaborative work. Everything is collaborative because language is a shared experience. 

If two people are collaborating, they are influenced by each other and their work is by a 

hybrid author, the collaborative process. This belief is not entirely unfounded, but it 

ignores certain human inclinations. Although working collaboratively is different than 

working individually, he cannot entirely eliminate his presence in something he 

contributes to. Even if two or more people are writing together, they are not holding the 

pen simultaneously to write down every word of the piece. A single person put down 

each of the words that comprise a written work. The words can be edited by an additional 

source, but they are not the result of a ubiquitous, amorphous collaborative process.  

At the other extreme is the schismatic view that we can divide a text and tell 

exactly who wrote every word of a collaborative work.  This view is problematic because 

there is such overlap in language. If everyone spoke with their own vocabularies, nobody 

would understand each other: we would be in a Tower of Babel situation. We have a 

language overlap to the extent that we cannot say exactly where each word and sentence 
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originates; some sentences are just too similar.  

This view also causes difficulty when we try to determine the shares of a work 

written by Shakespeare and one of his peers because we hold Shakespeare in such high 

esteem. People assume that if Shakespeare wrote something, it is well-written. Plays by 

Shakespeare demonstrate qualities we expect of “good” writing. If the verse uses meter in 

accordance with its content, if the play demonstrates linguistic unity without seeming 

repetitive, then we are more willing to accept that Shakespeare wrote it. If something 

attributed to Shakespeare lacks these qualities, then we start to question his contribution. 

If a play has weaker character development, if the lines are not as persuasive, and if the 

language is not as expressive, scholars start to look for alternate sources or contributors. 

If a Shakespearean play is less cohesive, “It makes sense” that he wrote it with someone 

else (Seacrest).  Although this belief is somewhat plausible, people unknowingly ignore 

nuances of a scene’s authorship and jump to the conclusion that if they like it, it must be 

by Shakespeare.  

This thesis demonstrates that these antithetical approaches can be reconciled. 

Perhaps we cannot know exactly who wrote every word of a collaborative work, and we 

certainly cannot make these judgments by arbitrary evaluations of what is “good” and 

what is not. However, the other extreme is equally implausible. We cannot ignore that a 

people have certain affectations with a high probability of being present in whatever they 

write. Even if two people consciously match genre, each man will still be influenced by 

language and characters in his individual conscious. I plan to use collaboration to find 

tendencies of individual authorship, and in the process I hope to explain collaboration as 

a multi-dimensional concept. There are different facets of collaboration that are not 
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mutually exclusive, and there are a variety of ways in which collaboration can occur.  

I will begin with a discussion of collaborative writing. Here I consider what it 

means for something to be collaborative and the validity of works with a “collaboration” 

label. I investigate the cultural perception of collaboration and include my own 

observations about how the collaborative process affects the product, especially with 

regard to Henry VIII as performed by the Shakespeare Theatre of New Jersey in their 

2014 season. The perception of collaboration includes two major assumptions that I 

elaborate on: first, that the single author is independent from the collaborative author; and 

second, that a person writes differently when he writes with someone else. I will defend 

the first assumption and hope to demonstrate the flaw in the second. I will also examine 

the process leading up to the performance of the likely Shakespeare-Wilkins 

collaboration play Pericles to see if the fact that it is collaborative changes how we 

interact with it.  

From this broad perspective, I will move into a more detailed look at the theatre 

of the Renaissance. When we look closely at one facet of collaboration, the theories 

developed in the first chapter become applicable. This chapter explains why collaboration 

makes sense in Renaissance theatre by providing historical context for its structure and 

format. I will also cover the historical background of the two primary plays and 

playwrights in this thesis. Both men were playwrights of the late 1500s and early 1600s, 

and John Fletcher took over for Shakespeare as the resident playwright of The King’s 

Men. He probably worked with Shakespeare on at least two plays prior to the transition. I 

give the history of these plays, Two Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII, to show how 

collaboration affected the versions of the plays that we have today.  
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After summarizing Renaissance theatre culture, I will analyze Two Noble 

Kinsmen and Henry VIII. During the summer of 2014, I used the Lexos Integrated 

Workflow software developed by Wheaton College’s Lexomics Research Group to do 

computer testing of these plays. I even had the opportunity to work with some of the 

computer programmers in order to develop new Lexos functionalities to help my study. 

With Lexos, I was able to design different experiments to test word frequency and text 

similarity, and in the process I found evidence to explain how Two Noble Kinsmen and 

Henry VIII were written. Because of the capabilities of Lexos, I am able to examine 

Renaissance collaboration at the word and sentence level.  

In Chapter Four I present the results from my Lexomics research, beginning with 

an explanation of my methods and limitations and moving into Applied Lexomics. This 

chapter defends my proposed breakdown for Two Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII and 

provides additional evidence for conclusions reached by other scholars in various ways. I 

have not set out to prove anything conclusively, but the results we achieve with Lexomics 

support our hypothesized Two Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII breakdowns because they 

approach the same problem from multiple perspectives. If I reach one conclusion with a 

certain limitation, I can use another Lexos tool to eliminate that shortcoming. If I achieve 

the same results using both methods, the conclusions are more reliable.  

The most significant limitation I encountered in my research was the distance of 

time. I am looking at Renaissance plays several hundred years after they were written and 

I cannot know for certain the methods of collaboration that Shakespeare and Fletcher 

used, especially because they did not think of their writing as collaboration. In order to 

strengthen my conclusions, I did an additional study with a control text in which I knew 
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exactly how the collaboration occurred.  In middle school I worked with a friend, Elise 

Uberti, on several lengthy stories. She would write a page and pass the notebook off to 

me so that I could write the next page of the story. We continued this way for more than 

four separate stories over a total of almost two hundred notebook pages. I consider this an 

absolutely known composition process that I can analogize to texts with unknown 

composition histories. We did not consider our work collaborative as we worked on it, 

and we consciously modified our writing to suit the characters and the style of each story.  

I typed up our notebooks and separated the stories by the author of each page. I 

ended up with two disjoint text files, each containing every other page in the stories. One 

file had all of Elise’s writing, and the other file had all of mine. I performed Lexos tests 

with the text files to see how the software interpreted writing by different people with the 

same goal. I will present these results in a subchapter of my Applied Lexomics research 

in order to show how collaboration specifically affects the structure of a person’s writing. 

These results of tests with a known collaboration are similar to those with plays where 

the collaboration is unknown. With this process I can support my breakdowns of Two 

Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII and confront the limitation inherent in working with plays 

from a different time period.  

My Lexomics research will be followed by a synthesis of past collaboration 

studies on Two Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII. This chapter puts my work in a larger 

scholarly context by detailing how people have tried to divide Two Noble Kinsmen and 

Henry VIII between Shakespeare and Fletcher. There is an abundance of pre-digital work 

where scholars examine stylistic and thematic evidence within the two plays to determine 

which author wrote specific sections, and I have taken some of this scholarship as a 
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framework to look at both texts digitally. To substantiate my work with Lexos, I will 

discuss other scholars’s authorship studies in today’s post-digital age. Computer software 

helps us study texts in ways that were previously impossible, and a people have used 

these new computational tools to study singular authorship and collaborative writing. We 

can now predict the author of a text based on its frequency and distribution of words, and 

variations of these methods are used with texts with unknown author (or authors) in order 

to categorize and identify the writing.  

I am working towards a stable explanation of “collaboration” based on my 

findings. With research on the partnering inherent in Renaissance culture and evidence of 

how collaboration is interpreted today, I hope to determine an explanation that holds 

throughout time with changing perceptions of authorship. By beginning with relevant 

collaboration theories and breaking these overarching ideas into a specific culture, 

specific playwrights, specific texts, and specific word tallies, I am able to gain a more 

complete understanding of collaboration. We can generalize concepts, but we understand 

them more fully if we are able to examine the specific components that make up those 

theories. I have found it eminently worthwhile to study how particular lines were written 

because it lets us see into the writing lives of two particular authors and how writing 

worked in their particular circumstances. I believe that we have evidence to say 

confidently that Shakespeare and Fletcher wrote Two Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII 

together, and I will explain why that indication is important for our understanding of all 

written work.  
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2. RE-THEORIZING COLLABORATION 
!

 
Perception of Collaboration 

 
To collaborate is to work with a person or a group on an endeavor. The word 

comes from the Latin prefix “col,” together, and “laborare,” to work.  Although this late 

19th century term is useful, the definition of “collaboration” is incomplete. 

“Collaboration” implies that people work together but does not identify how. Because of 

its lack of specificity, authors will refer to collaboration and mean different things. In my 

research, I have seen people refer to it as anything from two people having equal shares 

in the production of a written work, to two people planning a piece together before one 

writes everything down.  

Because the generally accepted definition of collaboration is vague, I have begun 

to explore different collaboration theories. The definition is not disputed, but it can be 

extended in various ways, and underlying implications of the word have potential to 

shape how we view writing. If we form hypotheses about how collaboration occurs, we 

can make insights about an individual author’s style. Investigations inspired by theories 

of collaboration can challenge presumptions about collaborative writing and possibly 

change how we view our own writing.  

When “collaboration” is written in context, its meaning is often implied. For 

instance, in Shakespeare: Poetry, History, and Culture, Jonathan Hart writes “The 

Epilogue [of Henry VIII] uses ‘we’ instead of ‘I’, possibly suggesting the collaboration of 

John Fletcher and Shakespeare” (52). This statement does not assume that one of the two 

men wrote this line, but that they wrote the epilogue in a collective voice of dual 

authorship. Shakespeare or Fletcher could have written the epilogue individually, but the 
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result reflects that both men have influenced the text. The use of the word “we” also 

means that both men worked consciously enough to use a plural pronoun. An alternate 

scenario of dual authorship is when one man writes the play and the other goes over the 

play, adds scenes, and edits lines.  

Earlier in Hart’s book, he says that “One could debate whether John Fletcher or 

he [Shakespeare] later gave Cramner the paean to her in Henry VIII” (30). Here the 

underlying assumption is that one man wrote the paean to Elizabeth I in the final act of 

Henry VIII. One of the authors “gave” the words to the character, so one author wrote 

those particular words down on the page. Although one man may have written this 

section, it could still be influenced by the fact that two men were working on the play 

together. If the play were the creation of one man alone, perhaps the paean in Act V 

would have been written differently. In accordance with Hart’s implications, I have 

noticed that certain linguistic tendencies of an author will be present regardless of how he 

is writing.  

When an author refers to collaboration, the method of collaboration is rarely 

specified. The writer usually assumes that his audience understands how the collaboration 

occurred. If he has no underlying assumptions, his description is general on purpose 

because the method of collaboration is unknown.  

The function of the author can change depending on his audience. What we take 

away from someone’s writing can be different depending on the author’s social class, 

gender, or ethnicity.2 It makes sense that our perception also changes if the “author” is 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Our experiences shape how we perceive the world. For instance, our interactions with a 
specific person will affect how we respond to people we meet with similar traits. How the 
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not a single person, but multiple people or a group. Depending on our initial relationship 

with the piece and when we find out who the author is, discovering that something is a 

collaboration can change how we watch, perform, or teach a piece of theatre. In this 

chapter I explore different ways writing can be collaborative. My goal is to explain how 

the act of collaboration can influence a single author’s work and to explain how the label 

of collaboration changes our perception of a piece of writing. 3 

When we learn something is written collaboratively, we immediately start to 

make assumptions. If a great author collaborates, the resulting work is probably not as 

good as what he could do his own. If an author collaborates with someone better than he, 

the weaker writer’s work is elevated. We have built up a paradigm of individual 

greatness, and we assume that a person cannot exceed his level unless they work with 

someone better than he.4  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
author’s identity shapes a reader’s perception of his work is relative to the individual 
audience member.  
 
3 And while my research is specifically on writing and performance, collaboration theory 
is also applicable to other mediums. Collaboration is the norm in human interaction, 
especially in the Renaissance. For instance, many Renaissance artists worked very 
closely with apprentices, who trained in the style of their masters so that they could help 
when the master artist needed assistance on a piece of work (Stemp 19). Even though the 
apprentice contributed to the final product, only the master artist received credit, and our 
opinions of the entire work were attributed to a famous artist (such as DaVinci) and his 
apprentice.  
 
4 These assumptions also raise the question of how we decide greatness in authorship. 
Some authors are so canonized that we assume they are talented. Even a person who has 
never read any Shakespeare or Dickens will tell you that they are great writers. 
Warranted or not, an author’s reputation will influence the opinions of people who know 
of him. There is no set scale of greatness because “greatness” cannot be measured 
linearly. We have no agreed-upon way in which to measure greatness, which leads to 
faulty assumptions and subjective interpretations.  
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New York teacher Meghan Tynan recognizes this paradigm of greatness, but 

believes that we should expand our perception of singular authorship. In Tynan’s opinion, 

the Shakespeare canon is not marred any way because some of his plays had co-authors.  

“I feel that the canon doesn’t have to be defined by what Shakespeare is,” says Tynan. 

“As you can tell, even people who have been studying Shakespeare for a long time can’t 

always tell when things are him and not him.” The reason that these plays have had so 

much authorship controversy is that they have innate similarities. Renaissance plays are 

written in a particular style, and the differences between Shakespeare’s solo and 

collaborative texts are only apparent if you look for them. Once differences are identified 

they are significant, but they do not affect unity of the play that makes it to the stage, to 

be discussed later in this chapter.  

Other times being “collaborative” is a good thing. I work at a theatre camp at the 

Astor Theatre in Liverpool, Nova Scotia. The show at the end of the two week camp is 

the product of the entire cast and crew, all thirty campers and three instructors. We 

usually have a full audience of family members and townspeople. This particular 

audience expects the show to be collaborative and appreciates the process that went into 

the show.  They are aware that in the two-week camp, everyone worked together to create 

skits, improvise scenes, and develop characters. The scripts are written by a combination 

of people, but each character is unique to the child who created it. The resulting script is a 

compilation of the lines that the actors wrote themselves. Because the audience 

understands the type of collaboration that occurred, this is one example of collaborative 

playwriting with a positive initial response. In theatre camp, there is no precedent for 
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brilliant playwriting, so the audience is impressed by the outcome because it is better than 

what they expect any one of us to come up with.  

Part of the assumption behind this collaborative perception is correct. The single 

author does not disappear if he works with someone else.  My observations and my 

Lexomics research suggest that an author’s voice will still be present when he works 

collaboratively.  

However, some assumptions in “collaboration” are misinformed. Collaborations 

are a different form of writing because they are so multi-faceted. Not only are they 

valuable, they are the norm. I will explain this further as it pertains to the definition of 

collaboration, especially in Renaissance theatre. Because we have glorified the solitary 

author, we are predisposed against the process of collaborative authorship; nevertheless, 

we interact with the product the same way. In this overview of collaboration theories, I 

will conclude by looking specifically at how we interact with a collaborative text when 

we teach it or see it onstage.  

 

Collaboration Studies and Singular Authorship 

Bette London, Professor of English at the University of Rochester, has spent 

much of her academic career studying authorship, particularly that of female writers in 

the nineteenth century. In her book Writing Double: Women’s Literary Partnerships, she 

claims that because the definition of collaborative authorship is so varied, it serves as “a 

testimony to our reluctance to dispense with the idea of the solitary author” (3). Although 

there might not be an exact explanation for our predisposition, it is worthwhile to study 

collaboration in order to “explore how authorship operates” (7). 
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I believe that collaboration can tell us more about the tendencies of an individual 

author because it puts his writing directly next to someone else’s. When Elise and I wove 

stories into middle school notebooks, I did not consciously write “ok” instead of “okay;” 

but every time “okay” appears in our stories, it is in Elise’s writing instead of my own 

(Figure 1).5 Had I not been examining our writing as collaboration, I would never have 

noticed that I abbreviate the word instead of writing it out. By looking at word counts and 

doing further analysis, we see that the single instance I used “okay” was when a character 

was trying to be more formal and intimidating. I used it in the sentence “Okay, listen 

here,” when the character is chastising someone else.6  

The two times Elise uses the alternate “ok” in the Bandito story are in the more 

informal sentence “It’s ok, it’s ok.” In the future tense, Elise prefers “She’ll be okay” and 

“he’ll be okay,” whereas I will usually chose “It’ll be ok” without the full word.7   

 

 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. can be found in the body of this thesis. Figures A, B, C, D, etc. 
can be found following the bibliography.  
  
6 Elise’s and my writing is examined more thoroughly in my subchapter of Applied 
Lexomic Analysis, Chapter 4 c).  
 
7 It is worth noting that although studying a collaboration on the specific level of word 
choice can give us information about which words an author uses, the same information 
will probably not be apparent with a broader study. When Ann-Marie Brasacchio read a 
typed, standardized version of the stories Elise and I wrote, she was unable to distinguish 
where the writing changed hands. Although individual authors contribute their own 
writing to the collaborative process, most authors will create enough of a cohesive voice 
for the entire piece that their idiosyncrasies are not noticeable unless you are specifically 
looking for them.  
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 Elise’s Writing 
Reflection Titanic Bandito British Total 

ok 0 1 2 0 3 
okay 4 3 3 3 13 
 Elizabeth’s Writing 
 Reflection Titanic Bandito British Total 
ok 4 4 2 2 12 
okay 0 0 1 0 1 

Figure 1: Frequency of ‘ok’ versus ‘okay’ in middle school stories, divided by author 

 

This is an example of one word over an entire vocabulary, but it does show how 

using Lexomic methods to study collaboration can show us the “stylistic idiosyncrasies” 

of individual authors. These allomorphs, or words that sound the same but are spelled 

differently, can show a divide because of author preference. The work I have done with 

Lexos, and studies that use similar digital means, rely on the assumption that 

“idiosyncratic usage by a given author serves as a unique fingerprint of that author” 

(Koppel 1).  

“Exploiting Stylistic Idiosyncrasies for Authorship Attribution” looks at how in-

depth analysis of specific writing tics over the work of many writers may indicate 

individual authorship. The people on this project examined an email thread of 480 emails 

by eleven separate authors, and went through the messages to find out if errors in syntax, 

format, and spelling were consistent by author (3). Several interesting findings included 

that Author 1 used the British spelling of words instead of the American English spelling, 

and Author 7 often omitted ‘i’s in the middle of words such as “identified” and 

“description” (5). This study is similar to my examination of Elise’s and my middle 

school stories because it looks at a group of related pieces by people whose writing is 

known. This study is a search for stylistic traits that distinguish separate authors.  
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There are many merits to identifying linguistic traits of a specific author. If an 

author is aware of his own unfavorable tics, he can self-edit in order to standardize his 

writing. Even small idiosyncrasies can cumulate to an explanation of why one author is 

preferred to another. If we can identify tendencies of Shakespeare’s writing, maybe we 

will be able to imitate his work, or develop our own poetry based on what we know 

worked for him. Additionally, an author can use an awareness of his tendencies in order 

to create characters. Although he may do this subconsciously, he can write with fewer 

contractions and fewer abbreviations to set a more formal tone or to create a character 

with a noble rank.  

In addition to helping us discover cultural linguistic tendencies, studying 

authorship is important because it helps us explain how a person’s brain works. A 

person’s past influences his writing in ways he might not recognize. When an author who 

writes persuasive pamphlets and self-help book works out of his genre, he might tend to 

write with more imperative sentences than someone used to writing poetry. Through 

collaboration studies, we discover aspects of a person’s style that we would not question 

otherwise. Ede and Lunsford study authorship through collaboration in academic writing 

and find that “looking at concepts of authorship through this materially grounded lens 

allows us to see, and then critique, assumptions and practices that otherwise appear 

natural or commonsensical” (‘Concepts of Authorship’ 356). We tend to analyze an 

author’s style by its form and content, and we can find distinctions in style by looking at 

work in which the person has collaborated.  

In Koppel’s study of stylistic quirks, Author A’s tendency to use British spelling 

might mean that Author A did not grow up in America. It might mean that an early 
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spelling teacher of Author A’s had Canadian parents, so the teacher preferred European 

English instead of the American English spelling. It could have no explanation. Perhaps 

Author A arbitrarily chose to use certain spellings on certain days. There may be no 

answer, but when we notice certain traits of an author, we are able to search for possible 

influences. We may be able to form a fuller picture of the training and the beliefs of an 

author by observing where his style matches with or deviates from the norm.8 The only 

reason this distinction was observed is that Author A’s work was compared with the 

writing of other people in the same email thread, a sort of digital collaboration of ideas 

and responses.  

We distill writing into words so we can gain a fuller picture of an author. 

Educated hypotheses about Shakespeare’s contributions to Two Noble Kinsmen and 

Henry VIII can influence our conception of his last plays. His role in creating these works 

indicates his life later in his career and how his aesthetic for the written word develops. 

Because humans are the products of experience, writing created by collaboration, or 

direct interactions between people, is key to the evolution of each contributor. Studying 

this interaction of minds and words on the physical page will always be valuable because 

there will always be new histories to trace through language.  

 

Collaborative Differences 

Despite an author’s unique voice, there are inherent differences in his style when 

he writes collaboratively. If author A writes something with author B, the fact that they 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 When I compare an author’s work to “normal,” I am referring to a noticeable difference 
between the prevalence of a trait in an author’s work compared to the prevalence of that 
trait in the work of other authors. With Shakespeare and Fletcher, Fletcher uses the word 
“ye” significantly more than Shakespeare and their other contemporaries. As shown in 
Figure C, Fletcher uses “ye” 1,057 times in five solo plays, while Shakespeare uses “ye” 
250 times over thirty-seven plays. 
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both worked together on the same piece already separates it from something written by a 

single author A or B. The concept may have been developed jointly, and both authors can 

contribute to the vision of a particular character and storyline.  

  Perhaps some of the initial negativity towards collaboration comes from the 

theory that a character whose thoughts are expressed by two people in equal parts will not 

be as developed as a character created by one. If two people consciously talk about their 

idea for a single character, nothing they come up with will ever be exactly the same. Each 

contributor will have a personal frame of reference for every new person he adds to the 

story. Because their lives are not the same, their ideas of people they write will be slightly 

different. Some playwrights have mastered this combination of thoughts, and their jointly 

written characters can come across as complex, individual humans. However, creating 

full-fleshed characters is a difficult task to master in collaboration. Instead of one author 

trying to communicate his vision directly to his audience, two authors must convey their 

character vision to each other before they can write words on paper. Then their work 

reaches the additional layer of audience interpretation. If their vision is not exactly the 

same, there is an extra mediator influencing the relationship between the character in the 

author’s mind and the character the audience interprets. The example of Marina in 

Pericles is discussed in further depth later in this chapter.  

Another difference in an author’s language on collaborative work comes from his 

content. The only exception is when an author has the same subject matter in his solo and 

collaborative work. It is far more likely that an author’s work is varied, so the content of 

the collaboration is different than other writings he has written. Including Two Noble 

Kinsmen and Henry VIII, Shakespeare worked on thirty-eight plays. Those thirty-eight 
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plays fall under categories of “history,” “comedy,” and “romance,” and most have unique 

settings within those labels. Certain differences between play are instinctual; for instance, 

it is easy to say whether we are watching a play that takes place in an English court or 

one that is located in a magical forest.  

At the word level, these plays have quantitative differences in addition to more 

apparent qualitative distinctions. The collection of words in a single play will be different 

depending on its subject matter. We expect to see words such as “throne,” “crown,” and 

“king” in a history play about a king. Similarly, we expect to see words such as “love,” 

“duke,” and “knight” in a chivalrous tale about forbidden love. If a duke and a knight are 

characters, then their titles will appear more often in a specific play. Cluster analysis is 

influenced by these play-specific words. In cluster analysis, we consider the frequency of 

words over an entire body of work. Dendrograms, a tool for cluster analysis, generate 

graphs by comparing a play’s word matrix to the word matrices of other texts.9  If two 

plays take place in court, they will probably be linked because they contain similar court 

terminology. In the same way, two plays that occur in the countryside will match because 

of their rural language. We have observed that when we run the text of Shakespeare’s 

plays without removing these pastoral terms from the text, the history plays cluster, the 

comedies cluster, the romances cluster, and so on. It is not until we remove these words 

that plays begin to separate by author instead of by subject matter.  

In the case of what Elise and I wrote, our writing changed from story to story 

because of the specific cultural settings we created.  When I ran dendrograms separated 

by author and story, stories cluster before specific authors group together. There is not 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 I will provide a much more thorough overview of dendrograms, cluster analysis, 
stopwords, and Rolling Window Analysis in my subchapter on Lexomic Methods.  
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enough text for me to test these stories without stopwords to see if their presence 

influences the dendrogram. However, when I was studying the matrices of all of the 

words in each of the files, some of the largest discrepancies in the word totals were 

instances of character and place names. “Becca” appears 41 times in Elise’s half of 

Reflection, 45 times in my half of Reflection, and zero times in the other three stories. 

Because cluster analysis is so influenced by story-specific terms, another tool called 

Rolling Window Analysis can be especially helpful in determining authorship.  

As an author writes with specific cultural terms depending on his context, his own 

linguistic idiolect will still be present. We can use Rolling Window Analysis to determine 

a graph of the distribution of a specific word in a text. If we find a specific word that 

appears significantly more over the corpus of an author’s work, we start to see 

differentiation in authorship in an otherwise collaborative text. Rolling Window does not 

consider every word in the text, thus it is less influenced by stories that change by subject 

matter. With prior research to determine where an author differs from his contemporaries, 

we can use Rolling Window to focus on the distribution of words that are particular to a 

specific author. 

 

Collaboration Through Lexomics 

Wheaton professor Charlotte Meehan contends that “the best plays were written 

from that place of necessity.” She is referring to an author’s inner impulse to write. 

Although the author might not recognize it in himself, his writing may come from a 

personal compulsion to put his ideas on a page. Even if Shakespeare collaborated with 

other people, the strength in his plays comes from, as Meehan has said, “the soul; a 
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primordial need” for the words and characters and themes to exist in that play. This need 

to express humanity is present in Shakespeare’s strongest and most well known plays, 

from Macbeth to Midsummer Night’s Dream, to Hamlet, to Romeo and Juliet. All of 

these plays examine humankind beyond surface characters and stereotypes. Meehan 

explains the essence of Romeo and Juliet as Romeo’s final monologue to Juliet. No 

matter what an audience member’s cultural background is, “at some DNA level we all 

know that monologue. We all know that if all we had left was a shard of the play, we 

would want it to be this monologue, this expression of love.”  

 The heart of a piece is something that Lexos cannot detect. Lexos’s strength is 

determining individual authorship and finding where an author’s characteristic style is 

present. All stylometric methods have this shortcoming; we cannot look at the 

disaggregated words of a text alone and expect to know everything about it. An author’s 

tendencies are not the element of a text that an audience usually focuses on; an audience 

is prone to have a more emotional response to a piece of writing.  

The data from Lexomics can, however, give us clues to determine where the heart 

comes in. Collaborative plays such as Two Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII can appear to 

lack the depth of similar plays by a sole author. If we can use Lexos to see that something 

was written collaboratively, then we can feasibly explain a lack of perceived “soul” in the 

play. The character development of a play seems to be weaker if two people contribute to 

the writing. Lexomic methods are not definite proof of anything, but if they are used to 

examine pieces of work that were definite or probable collaborations, then they can shed 

insight into the structure of the work and can help identify the contributions of the 
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individual authors. If the play was written in disjointed sections, its foundation may be 

the reason for its inconsistent or scattered cast of characters.  

In the case of Shakespeare and Fletcher, I used the word matrices generated by 

Lexos to find discrepancies in the writing of both independent authors. I identified 

several words that Fletcher uses significantly more than Shakespeare, and vice versa. 

With that information I used Rolling Window to search the Shakespearean corpus for 

where those words appear. Fletcherian words showing up in Shakespeare’s plays are 

linguistic signals to investigate. As I explain further in my chapter on Lexomics, once we 

know which plays are worth examining, we study them on a closer scale and focus on the 

details that our preliminary analysis has identified. 

Whenever I do a Rolling Window search for a Fletcherian word in Two Noble 

Kinsmen, the resulting graph will cluster in certain acts and scenes. If these same scenes 

have a much higher proportion of typically Fletcherian words and a lower proportion of 

typically Shakespearean words, we start to form a visual representation of particular 

authorship. We develop more educated hypotheses about who wrote particular acts and 

scenes, and in doing so we form better ideas about how the plays were written. In 

Pericles, evidence suggests that George Wilkins wrote the first two acts and Shakespeare 

wrote the final three. In Two Noble Kinsmen, the scenes written by Fletcher are scattered 

throughout the play. We can see these changes through word differences in Rolling 

Window Analysis, changes that indicate different types of collaborative processes for 

each play.  

This type of research is only possible because of a certain phenomenon behind 

collaboration: an author will retain certain traits even when he writes collaboratively. If 
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we do not do initial research to find particular words, even cluster analysis cannot always 

differentiate a play by Shakespeare from a play by Shakespeare and someone else. This 

consistency of all plays on a larger scale begins to suggest that in some ways the product 

of collaboration really can be approached like the product of an individual effort.  

 

Re-Defining Collaboration  

The authorship critique is not new, although there is no set date for when our 

consciousness of authorship shifted into the idea of a single person. Scholars have long 

challenged the degree of an author’s contribution to a piece of writing. In “Collaboration 

and Concepts of Authorship,” Ede and Lunde muse that the idea of the author is a 

“peculiarly modern construct” that developed over time and has been analyzed from 

countless different perspectives without a universal explanation (354).  

The single author is present in collaboration, but collaborations are a different 

entity. The process of collaborating is not the same as writing by an individual author; 

thus “collaboration” is defined differently depending on its context. Masten recognizes 

that the idea of collaboration does not exist as a distinct and separate form of authorship 

in the Renaissance because collaboration is standard. According to Masten, the trouble 

with reading Renaissance literature in terms of authorship is that the modern reader 

understands the author as a single unit (“Beaumont and/or Fletcher” 339). Similarly, Ede 

and Ludsford note in Singular Texts/Plural Authors: Perspectives on Collaborative 

Writing that collaborative writing in academia suffers from being associated with 

“primary and secondary authorship,” in which someone contributes the majority of the 

work, and secondary collaborators add small sections and touch-ups (x).  
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The trouble that Ede and Ludsford bring up is that so much of writing comes from 

“an extraordinarily wide range of co-collaboration,” or people working together in a 

multitude of ways (x). They also mention inherent collaboration in many of the arts. Even 

though a performance piece, a concert, or a film might be predominantly the work of one 

person, many people are usually involved before the project takes its final form (2).  

Other articles explore how to define authorship in writing for medical and scientific 

journals. Regardless of the discipline in which a project is found, the trouble of defining 

the collaborative process is magnified by our conception of singular authorship.  

Perhaps there has not been an agreed-upon answer because there truly are 

different ways for a collaboration to happen. Every collaboration changes depending on 

its context; its circumstances will be different, and its author contributions will vary. In 

many cases, the authors will not consider that they are writing collaboratively and they 

are either working for a deadline or working for the sake of creation. Time restraints, 

author availability, and author experience will also affect the product.  

I do not think that everything is collaborative writing, but I do think there are 

different levels to what should be considered collaboration. Influences from an author’s 

society do not necessarily mean that the author writes collaboratively. An author will be 

influenced by the people he has worked with throughout his life, but a past interaction is 

not usually enough to qualify a future work as collaboration unless the two people knew 

that they were both contributing to a final product. As psychiatrist Dr. Bruce Duncan 

Perry notes in The Boy Who Was Raised By A Dog, “Early influences can literally leave 

imprints on the brain that last a lifetime” (19). A degree of influence is expected in any 
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piece of singular authorship because we are products of our past experiences that include 

interactions with others.   

The prototypical collaboration is a stable and unlikely collaborative process, 

which consists of multiple people contributing in equal parts to a document. They spend 

an equal amount of time, write an equal number of words, create an equal number of 

characters, and have an equal number of original ideas about the resulting plot. They have 

the same vision for the piece and are able to create a cohesive, collaborative work. This 

category can never exist beyond theory because it contains many unreasonable 

assumptions. It is impossible to measure an author’s exact contribution to a collaborative 

work because he presumably influenced his collaborator. If author A wrote the first third 

of a piece, author B wrote the middle third, and author C wrote the concluding third, 

Author B would have had to read the writing of Author A preceding him. Author C 

would have at least had to read the writing of Authors A and B in order for his conclusion 

to make sense. Even on a basic level, the prototypical collaboration is impossible to 

establish because there is no way of measuring how much collaborators are affected by 

each other. Collaboration does not occur with the thought of making the contributions 

exactly equal.  

Although this prototypical situation is unrealistic, different degrees of 

collaboration do exist. I would like to identify distinct dimensions in which collaboration 

can be examined: in location of work and in degrees of participation.10 Every 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 Other dimensions to explore collaboration with include time and necessity, and more 
are possible. I do not define these specifically, but these dimensions would answer how 
much time the collaborators spend together, how much time they take to finish the work, 
and whether they were working for a deadline or for pleasure.   
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collaboration uniquely incorporates each of these elements. Over the course of the 

collaboration, the process of writing can fluctuate between the extremes that I define.  

 I will begin by defining two types of collaboration based on location: close 

collaboration and distant collaboration. I label both in terms of the collaborators’s 

proximity to each other. Close collaboration occurs when the collaborators meet often 

and share space and ideas. They may work in the same room and they may talk through 

ideas before setting them down on paper. Collaborators partake in a regular verbal 

exchange of thoughts that directly contributes to the final product. Even if they are in the 

same location working on separate parts of the story, they are working in a close 

collaboration because of their potential to discuss ideas at any moment. A distant 

collaboration can be just as successful, but includes less personal contact. Collaborators 

may share ideas over phone and email and may work on their own portions of the final 

work separately.  Perhaps one person writes most of the piece and sends it to the other 

person to edit, or they decided who would write specific scenes and did so in their own 

time. Two people can work together in a combination of distant and close collaboration if 

their communication is inconsistent, but the nature of collaboration will depend on the 

context the work is being created in. The method of writing depends on the limitations 

and preferences of the authors, as time restrictions can mean that two people are forced 

into distant collaboration, or personal preference may dictate that the contributors work in 

the same room. One type is not preferable to the other, and while I predict that close 

collaboration produces a more cohesive product because of the immediacy of the process, 

I can also imagine scenarios where primarily distant collaboration will result in an 

effective piece of writing.  
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Two other forms of collaboration associated with author participation are 

synchronic and diachronic collaboration. Synchronic collaboration is close to the 

prototype: both contributors work with near-equal shares. They do not write with the 

intent of having one author and one editor; they write to create a product. Diachronic 

collaboration is more detached. Perhaps an editor heavily influences the piece of writing, 

or one person generates ideas while the other person writes them down. One form of 

collaboration is not necessarily better than another, but they do have different types of 

involvement.  

“Collaboration” is a term that contains many assumptions; it is important that we 

break down the word into types of scenarios in order to be more specific with our 

definition. All of these categories of collaboration can coincide, and more are possible. 

They can also be expanded to include more people, but these are the versions I found the 

most important because they contribute to my proposed hypotheses of collaboration. I 

have provided a chart (Figure A) of traits that are found in each type of collaboration I 

have defined. With my explanation of the process of collaboration, it becomes more 

apparent that the way collaboration occurs does not necessarily affect the product.  

Through my own observations and discussions with theatre artists and educators, I 

have been able to see how teaching collaboration and putting it onstage changes the 

product in no way other than the added label of “collaboration.”  The biggest difference 

between collaborative and solo plays is the process that went into creating them is 

different. The products will normally fall under the same categories of play, book, article, 

etc. and will thus be treated the same way regardless of author. The introduction of the 
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author, or the collaborative author, is the most important when the classroom or the 

theater considers the origin of the piece and wants to give context for how it was created.  

 

Teaching Collaboration  

When a piece that was written collaboratively is put on the stage, how the play 

was written does not affect how it is performed. Similarly, once something is in script 

format, how the script was developed should not change how it is taught. The role of the 

actor, the audience, and the educator does not change because a show has two authors. In 

many cases, the script is so far removed from the initial act of writing the play that we 

have no knowledge of how it was written.  

 As Tynan explains, “it makes no difference teaching a play” if a script was 

collaboratively written because the writing “has no influence over storytelling.”  Unless 

otherwise stated, in the classroom a play is helped if the people reading or performing it 

do not try to differentiate parts by different authors. With a single approach to the entire 

play, the production will likely be more successful because it will be less disjointed. 

The writing process is what differentiates collaborative writing from solo work. 

When a collaborative play is taught in the classroom, the teacher will benefit from 

introducing the play as a combined effort. At the Shakespeare Theatre of New Jersey, 

when the Shakespeare Academy’s Senior Corps performed Pericles, a Shakespeare and 

Wilkins collaboration, the students received worksheets about the play’s historical 

background and authorship context on the same day they received their scripts (Figure 

B). The benefit here is twofold: we move away from the paradigm of the solitary author, 

and we give the appropriate credit to probable contributors. The actors do not need to 
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change their method, and the teacher does not need to change how they teach a play, but 

the process of playwriting, or at least what is known about the contributors, should be 

presented. The final product is not compromised because it was created collaboratively. If 

the instructor introduces the play as a collaborative text, then future rehearsals can 

continue normally.   

Collaboration awareness has the potential to change how an audience views co-

written work. To promote this change, an instructor should recognize at the start of the 

process that the piece could have been written by multiple people. When a study occurs 

with a collaborative framework, including the process is important. However, other than 

the framework I have noticed no additional differences in how collaborative piece are 

best taught. A story has a purpose regardless of author, and it makes the most sense if it is 

taught with a single vision instead of in separate sections.   

 

Collaborative Writing Onstage 

On November 1, 2014, Ann Brasacchio and I attended the Shakespeare Theatre of 

New Jersey’s production of Henry VIII, directed by Paul Mullins. Although the 

Shakespeare Theatre’s mission does not strictly limit their productions to Shakespearean 

plays, Henry VIII was performed and advertised as “by William Shakespeare” without a 

co-author. The show was not promoted with any attribution to Fletcher, but its debated 

authorship was briefly mentioned in the program. The Director’s Notes for Henry VIII 

include a quotation from Paul Werstine and Barbara A. Mowat from the Folger 

Shakespeare Library that discusses the history of authorship studies of Henry VIII. 

According to Werstine and Mowat, “Opinion has continued to fluctuate about whether 
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the play is a work of collaboration or is solely Fletcher’s or is solely Shakespeare’s, with 

belief in collaborative authorship currently in the ascendant” (Werstine and Mowat).  

Henry VIII was stronger because it was not advertised with any specific reference 

to Fletcher. As much as modern audiences try to ignore it, we are biased against co-

authorship. We tend to associate collaboration with a disconnected voice and an 

inconsistent text. We assume that a play by Shakespeare will be better than a play by one 

of his Renaissance contemporaries because “Shakespeare” is name that we have heard 

before. I believe that Fletcher and Shakespeare worked together on this play, a theory 

supported by evidence in my own work and in the work of former scholars; however, 

because of modern biases I think the play will be received better if it has a single author 

attribution. Most audience members have not heard of Fletcher and have no 

preconceptions about his work. All they recognize is a second author whose modern 

reputation is not as great as Shakespeare’s. When Fletcher’s name is introduced, an 

audience will start to look for flaws in the play where they might not exist. After 

watching the Shakespeare Theatre of New Jersey’s production of Henry VIII, I have 

decided that considering the author of a play is important, but having absolute knowledge 

of authorship is unnecessary for a play to succeed. 

The nuances in the play that signify it as a collaborative work are undetectable 

unless the audience is watching the play looking for instances of collaborative writing. 

Ann Marie and I both worked with the text of Henry VIII long before we saw the play 

onstage; therefore we could hear places in the text where a character’s vocabulary shifts. 

I could hear when a character started speaking in rapid-fire metaphors, a tendency that 
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Lamb attributed to Fletcher in 1894 (Law 478). Nevertheless the play worked well and 

was a cohesive, unified show by any standard.  

The performance we saw of Henry VIII was followed by a symposium talkback 

with cast members and artistic staff. 11 During this dialogue, audience members are 

encouraged to ask questions about all aspects of the show. When I asked them if they 

worked Henry VIII any differently because it was likely a collaboration, everyone 

responded with a similar sentiment. No matter how many authors a script has, the STNJ 

staff will approach it with the same attention to detail and purpose that they do with any 

play. Philip Goodwin, the actor who played Cardinal Wosley, suggested that the 

collaboration between Shakespeare and Fletcher must have been very close if it did 

occur. The speech patterns throughout the play are so consistent and the story is so 

unified that it makes sense that Shakespeare and Fletcher would have been sitting in the 

same room writing together, or at least that they would have had many discussions about 

their intention as they were writing the play.  

Cast members noted how clearly the voice of the play came through, without 

muddled language or abundant side plots. They suggested that the script’s clarity could 

be because the play was written so late in Shakespeare’s career. We do have some 

indication that Shakespeare’s style changed with the time in his career he was writing.12  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11 The Shakespeare Theatre of New Jersey strives to “integrate education and learning in 
all of our endeavors” as part of their mission. Symposium performances are an extension 
of this philosophy. A symposium talkback between the cast, artistic staff, and audience 
will occur several times throughout the run of a show at the Shakespeare Theatre of New 
Jersey. 

 
12 In Lexos when we run a dendrogram test of the entire Shakespeare corpus, the plays are 
sorted into clusters that closely correspond to the year the plays were written. This result 
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One benefit to performing Shakespearean plays that were written collaboratively 

is that they are so rarely staged because they have lesser reputations. Because Henry VIII 

and Two Noble Kinsmen are not put on often, actors and directors that approach these 

shows have more creative freedom with the production of a play. If a theatre performs a 

Shakespeare collaboration play, their version is probably the audience’s first experience 

with that particular show. The audience will not have expectations of the show because 

they will not have seen it before. 

Meghan Tynan has worked on many productions of Shakespearean plays and sees 

this difference in Pericles versus A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Pericles was likely 

written as a collaboration, and Midsummer Night’s Dream was a solo play. Compared to 

Midsummer Night’s Dream, Pericles has potential for many original staging possibilities. 

“Because it’s so underdone, people don’t know Pericles, which opens up a lot of creative 

freedom,” Tynan explains. The trap of A Midsummer Night’s Dream or Romeo and Juliet 

is that many of their lines have become such a part of our culture that it is difficult to 

perform these plays without falling into a pattern. There seem to be a set number of ways 

that people choose to perform these shows. Although alternative and groundbreaking 

versions are possible with popular Shakespearean plays, it is much easier to create an 

original production with a lesser-known script.13  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
suggests that Shakespeare’s distinctive vocabulary evolved as he got older and his style 
of writing changed consistently.  
 
13 There are many solo Shakespearean plays that are also not performed as frequently as 
his most popular works. Largely forgotten plays include Cymbeline and Henry VI, parts i, 
ii, and iii. I would argue that theatres that perform these shows have the same high 
potential for originality as theatres that perform Shakespearean collaboration plays. The 
fact that something is a Shakespearean collaboration is not what gives a show more 
original staging opportunities. Shakespeare collaborations tend to have worse reputations 
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The Shakespeare Theatre of New Jersey performed Pericles on the main stage at 

the F. M. Kirby Shakespeare Theatre in December 2013. When I saw the production, I 

did not know that Shakespeare’s sole authorship of Pericles was in question; all I knew 

about the show was that it was not often performed. I was impressed with the high quality 

of the show, but I noticed that the play did not feel like a normal Shakespearean play. The 

play is told in the style of The Odyssey as a chronological tale of a single hero. The play 

follows Pericles through his adult life as he travels by sea and meets various groups of 

people. He undergoes a series of dramatic events that include meeting and losing his wife 

Thaisa and his daughter Marina.  

Watching Pericles, I saw that the play had a different type of narrative than other 

Shakespearean plays I was familiar with.14 I noticed other differences too, such as that the 

character Marina was one of the most developed in the play, and the play made more 

sense when she was introduced in the third act. In order to get a sense for impressions of 

collaborative work, I spoke with students and instructors who spent months working on 

Pericles. They all shared the sentiment that the play improves after the second act. As 

Shakespeare educator Peter Secrest commented, “In the first two acts [of Pericles], 

Marina isn’t a character. Then she’s added and it’s a better story. It becomes a coming-

of-age story for Marina” (Secrest). 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
than solo Shakespearean plays, and they are less frequently performed. That is why they 
provide a theatre more creative freedom. 
  
14 The Winter’s Tale is the only other play I know by Shakespeare with a similar theme 
and storytelling structure. The Winter’s Tale was written after Pericles, possibly in 1610. 
If Shakespeare had indeed followed Wilkins’s structure in writing Pericles, it is possible 
that Winter’s Tale was written by Shakespeare in response to Pericles as a better version 
of a play with a developed story, sea journeys, foreign lands, and a father and daughter 
separated at her birth.  
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 A 1933 article by Sina Spiker about the authorship of Pericles lays out the still-

accepted hypothesis that Wilkins wrote the first two acts of Pericles on his own. The final 

three acts were written by someone else, or were written by Wilkins and edited by 

someone else (552).15  Spiker offers several explanations for why people have considered 

Pericles the work of multiple authors, including the difference that Seacrest noticed. 

Spiker mentions that people are influenced by the belief that “the play was retouched by a 

superior poet who found the character of Marina the only attractive feature and devoted 

his energies to those parts in which she figured” (Spiker 552). If Spiker’s suggestion is 

true, then the Pericles script has pronounced inconsistencies because it was 

collaboratively written. The Pericles script has such apparent discrepancies that people 

who do not know anything about the authorship debate notice differences when they 

work on the show.    

 

Collaboration Theory  

 Collaboration brings together traits of its particular authors, but it is ultimately a 

different way of writing. Collaboration makes new ideas possible. Two people can 

essentially create a new brain space of collaboration that would have been impossible 

without both contributors. Both bring personal experience and previous interactions in 

order to build a product that is dependent on its contributors, but independent of what 

either could do alone. And although the process of collaboration is different, as I have 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 Pericles is a play with a particularly unreliable quarto. There are many errors and 
inconsistencies in the text as we know it. If the play occurred in a distant, diachronic 
collaboration where someone wrote the entire play and someone else heavily edited the 
final three acts, then we could use the playwriting process to potentially explain the poor 
quality of the quarto.  
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labeled in my new explanation, the final product of collaboration is treated the same way 

as the result of an individual’s work, except for its label. Prefaced by this discussion of 

the nuances of collaborative work and the reception of collaboration, it becomes clear 

why collaboration is so inherent in Renaissance theatre and why the single authorship of 

Two Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII is so doubtful.  This chapter informs my future 

discussions of distinctive authors in collaborative plays as we move into the context of 

the Renaissance.  
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3. CULTURAL CONTEXT 
 
 

“Collaboration was the Renaissance English Theatre’s dominant mode of textual production.” 
–Jeffrey A. Masten, “Beaumont and/or Fletcher: Collaboration and the Interpretation of 

Renaissance Drama”  
 

Collaboration in Renaissance Theatre 

Collaboration is inherent in theatre. Unless a one-man play was written, directed, 

designed, produced, and acted in by the same person, some sort of collaboration must 

occur in order for a theatre company to put on a show.16 From the initial script to the final 

product on stage, a play is the result of ideas and decisions made by many different 

people. Theatre of the Renaissance was no different in this respect. From theatre records 

and surviving manuscripts, we have evidence that Renaissance Theatre was only possible 

because of collaboration.  

Indeed, sole authorship was not a concept that existed in early modern times, so 

collaboration was expected in the playwriting process (“Beaumont and/or Fletcher” 339).  

According to Gerard Bentley, we have the names of fifteen hundred plays, both 

professional and amateur, from the years 1590-1642. Out of all of these plays, there is no 

information about the authors of three hundred, or 20% of the plays, and Bentley claims 

that at least 20%-33% of the rest of the plays were written by more than one person 

(199).17 William Shakespeare and John Fletcher were both prominent playwrights during 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 This is not just true of theatre. Any published work could be considered a collaborative 
effort.  
17 Bentley implies that the number of plays that were written collaboratively is higher 
than these statistics suggest. Most amateur plays were likely written by a single author, 
which skews the data and makes the percentage of collaboration plays appear low. He 
estimates that “as many as half of the plays by professional dramatists in the period 
incorporated the writing of more than one man” (199). 
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their time and both have documented instances of times they wrote with various co-

authors. Bentley even claims that most of Fletcher’s plays were documented 

collaborations (209).18 Several plays attributed to Shakespeare are considered to be the 

work of multiple writers including Shakespeare.  

Both playwrights wrote with the cultural expectation of collaboration, and in this 

chapter, I will explain their historical context. If a modern audience knows the 

background of England, England’s theatre, and England’s theatrical publications, studies 

of authorship become more relevant. This perspective lets us question the limitations of 

known authorship and collaborative writing in early modern times. The chapter will 

conclude with a description of Fletcher’s and Shakespeare’s personal history with 

documented collaborations, and an account of the two plays I focus on in this thesis: Two 

Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII.  

 

A Brief Historical Context 

In order to establish a common language for the context of Renaissance theatre 

and playwriting, I will briefly summarize the cultural state of England at the time 

Shakespeare and Fletcher were writing.  

During the 16th and into the 17th century, England had a population of fewer than 

five million people. England was separate from Scotland until 1707, but tensions existed 

between the two countries. England and Ireland also had a tumultuous relationship until 

Northern Ireland joined England as part of the United Kingdom in 1921 (Bevington xi). 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 

18 Bentley seems to be defining “collaboration” as a form of written word that two or 
more men contributed to the actual writing of.  
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National tensions affected the biases of playwrights because of their loyalty to their 

country. Renaissance England also had a thriving wool industry and an active trade 

system with Antwerp, Bruges, and other cities in Belgium (Bevington xv). Protestant and 

Catholic troubles began during the reign of Henry VIII when Henry separated from the 

Catholic Church to create the Church of England. He divorced Catherine of Aragon to 

marry Anne Boleyn, the mother of Elizabeth I (Bevington xxii).  

Fletcher and Shakespeare were both writing amidst all of these tensions, 

Shakespeare from 1590 until his death in 1616, and Fletcher from 1606 until his death in 

1625. They wrote with knowledge of the cultural history and current events, and 

presumably wrote with a similar consciousness of not offending whoever the current 

monarchs were. This mindset is especially important for Henry VIII, which includes 

characters based on real people.  Two Noble Kinsmen was based on a Chaucerian tale, so 

the stakes were not as high because the playwrights were not depicting people and events 

related to the current state of England. 19  

 

The History of Renaissance Theatre 

Shakespeare and Fletcher wrote in the same genre of theatre because British 

Renaissance plays had a common origin. The history, content, and performance of all of 

Shakespeare’s and Fletcher’s plays were influenced by three types of performances 

popular during the Middle Ages, the period of time from around year 500 until the 

Renaissance. One form of theatre present in early Medieval England was the miracle 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19 This is an instance of the cultural setting of two collaborators affecting their writing 
style to make it more similar. Despite the authors’ similar cultural awareness, the fact that 
there are markedly different writing styles implies that an author has an individual style 
despite reasons that should make collaborative writing tend towards uniformity.  
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play, which was a type of play “derived from the legends of saints” (Pollard xix).  These 

productions began in England some time after the Norman Conquest of 1066 and were 

sponsored by the church (Pollard xx). They were known for showcasing the life of a saint 

and his martyrdom. As the name suggests, miracle plays focus on the saint’s “miraculous 

conversion from sin to grace” and the miracles he performed during his lifetime 

(Bevington xxxiv).  

Miracle plays inspired mystery plays, which derived their name from the French 

“mysterie,” meaning ‘miracle.’  But unlike miracle plays, mystery plays “deal with 

gospel events only” (Pollard xix). Although they are similar to miracle plays in their 

ecclesiastical origins, mystery plays depicted specific stories from the New Testament 

and were performed by guilds until the mid-16th century (Downer 25). 20 Miracle plays 

also grew from Latin liturgical plays, early dramas that also told specific stories from the 

Bible (Bevington xxxi). Many miracle plays were performed as pageants on wagons, a 

display that greatly influenced the appearance and performance of Renaissance 

productions. Shakespeare’s and Fletcher’s Henry VIII makes particular use of the theatre 

pageantry that was prevalent in miracle plays.21 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20 Guilds were the medieval version of unions, organized by area of work. Guilds united 
people in similar trades and organized their area of the medieval work force. The annual 
public performance of mystery plays was a way for guilds to impress each other by trying 
to outdo the other guilds in spectacle and showmanship (Downer 25). 

 
21 Indeed, the elaborate staging of Henry VIII is one of the reasons that the show is rarely 
performed today. Even in 1613 when the show was originally performed, the Globe 
Theatre caught on fire during a June 29 performance of Henry VIII (then known by its 
original name All Is True). The fire was caused by a canon called for in one of the 
pageant scenes. Fortunately, no one was hurt and the record of the fire claims that “only 
one man had his breeches set on fire” during the destruction of the Globe. The theatre 
was rebuilt the following year (Bevington 1024).  
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Both mystery plays and miracle plays contributed to the development of morality 

plays, the type of medieval theatre that flourished after the Protestant Reformation when 

mystery and miracle plays were banned in England because of their religious content 

(Downer 25). Morality plays used allegory, or stories that held a deeper didactic meaning, 

in order to give their audiences a lesson about good and evil (Bevington xxxiv). As 

Bevington notes in his Complete Works of Shakespeare, “in staging and acting, as well, 

the morality play served as an important transition from late medieval religious drama to 

the drama of the late sixteenth century” (Bevington xxxv). Morality plays, as Bevington 

explains, were performed in traveling troupes that usually had fewer than ten actors. 

These troupes would go around England and set up their portable stage whenever they 

were performing their pieces (Bevington xxxv).  

Morality plays were commissioned in order to influence the public by promoting 

religious ideologies (Bevington xxxv). Although Shakespeare’s and Fletcher’s subject 

matter was not religious, many Renaissance plays about historical figures had a similar 

element of bias. Bevington notes that morality plays were occasionally used as “weapons 

of ideological persuasion” (Bevington xxxv). This manner of theatre with an underlying 

motivation continued with many plays written during the Renaissance. Henry VIII was 

particularly political, and the dramatic structure of the play intentionally provokes 

audience reactions regarding certain characters. The play was written during the reign of 

James I, a king with loyalties and hostilities between him and the real figures in Henry 

VIII. Thus Shakespeare and Fletcher had a common political motivation for writing a 

play, which included appeasing the current king while still paying tribute to his 

predecessor Elizabeth I.  
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The Structure of Renaissance Theatre 

Miracle, mystery, and morality plays were all performed in temporary venues. 

Most of the structures where these plays took place were not for multiple performances of 

a single show in the same location (Bevington xxxv). The problem of a play’s location 

changed for England in 1576 when the first building specifically for theatre was built in 

London (Downer 26).  This first structure, known as “the Theatre,” was built by James 

Burbage and inspired many similar theatres in the late 1500s and early 1600s (Downer 

26). The theatre that Shakespeare and Fletcher wrote for was a reincarnation of the 

Theatre known as the Globe, which was built in 1599 and was the home of the Lord 

Chamberlain’s Men, later known as the King’s Men (Downer 28). Shakespeare was their 

resident playwright until the year of his death, 1616, when John Fletcher took his place 

(Downer 31). Prestigious patrons such as Queen Elizabeth I enjoyed attending shows in 

the new permanent theatre structures, so plays were created to please her and her 

successor James I (Bentley 2).  

The new theatres were round, open-air buildings. Shakespeare’s Globe was a 

twenty-sided structure that had three rows of audience seating known as “galleries” built 

into the sides of the theatre (Downer 27). The theatre did not have proper lighting for 

nighttime theatre, and even today performances are done during the daytime. On October 

17, 2014 I saw a traveling production of the Globe’s King Lear through ArtsEmerson. 

Although the performance took place indoors, the house lights were on throughout the 

show to simulate the performances of the open-roof Globe with natural sunlight on 

audience and actors.  
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Plays that were performed in the Renaissance had to be approved by the Office of 

Revels, headed by the Master of Revels for the King’s Court. Much of the information 

we have about the production of Renaissance plays are taken from documents created by 

the Office of Revels that list information such as the dates, actors, and locations of 

performances. The Master of Revels was in charge of court merriment and celebrations, 

but also court censorship and regulations (OED ‘Revels’). All plays had to be approved 

by the Master of Revels in order to be performed publically (Downer 27). For many 

shows we have information about their performances and all subsequent revivals from 

records held by the Office of Revels (Proudfoot xii), data that can show us how a play 

interacts with its venue, its audience, and its patrons.  

Even though Renaissance theatre was documented and took place in permanent 

buildings, the concept of “professional” was something that did not exist until the late 

1600s. Before the 1699 publication of Historia Historonica… A Dialogue of Plays and 

Players, working in the theatre was not considered a profession, as an actor could not 

make a living by acting alone (Bentley 2). Shakespeare himself made more money as a 

shareholder in the Lord Chamberlain’s Men and the Globe Theatre than from his work as 

an actor and a playwright for the same company (Downer 28).  

 

Publication of Early Modern Scripts  

In “Early Modern Collaboration and Theories of Authorship,” Heather Hirschfeld 

describes collaboration as something that includes “a range of interactions” between the 

authors, the printers, the patrons, and the readers in Early Modern texts (610).  Her 

theories are not limited to plays; she is looking at writing in general. She observes that 
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with all writing in the Renaissance, many perspectives are required for “shaping the 

meaning and significance of a text” (610). A piece of writing needs an audience in order 

for the text to develop meaning past the author’s words. Parts of a text will resonate 

uniquely with each audience member, and every reader or observer will take something 

different from the performance. The audience could focus on distinct aspects of the play 

in their reviews. For instance, one person might see Hamlet and notice on Hamlet’s 

estranged relationships with other characters, while someone else might look at Hamlet 

as a study of Hamlet’s descent into madness. Various people’s interpretations of the same 

show can also influence what version of a Renaissance text makes it to publication.  

The actors were given manuscripts that only had their own lines and cues printed 

on them, a cost-effective method that saved paper but also a method that prevented the 

actors from reselling scripts that belonged to the theatre (Tucker 9). Actors would often 

have many performances of different shows over the same period of time. Because of 

human limitations of line memorization and live performance, it was not uncommon for 

an actor’s speech to be slightly different from the words on his cue sheets (Tucker 12). 

The close exchange between player and playwright therefore affected the manuscript that 

eventually would be passed down in compilations of plays, a relationship demonstrated in 

the following section. 

The collaborative nature of a text is continued as the play is revised and published 

(Bentley 197). Just as an audience may remember a show differently, actors in a play will 

have slightly different recollections of the lines in a show. Some of the texts we have 

today are based on “bad quartos” of Renaissance plays, many of which were assembled 

by actors who performed in minor roles in the plays (Bevington xciv). A quarto was 
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usually the first way a play was published in the Renaissance; it is a book of a play that 

was created by folding a piece of paper two times so that the resulting book has eight 

pages. A standard quarto is one with greater authority and readability and fewer 

inconsistencies in the actual text than a “bad quarto.” (Bevington xc). Thus many “bad 

quartos” were created from the memories of actors instead of from any actual 

Shakespearean manuscript.  

Although quartos were prints of single plays, plays could be collected in editions 

known as folios.  A folio was a document on the same size paper as a quarto (13.5 x 8.25) 

folded once instead of twice, so the pages were larger (Bevington xc). A play was not 

always published before it appeared in a Folio, and sometimes a Folio would claim to 

contain all of an author’s work but would exclude certain pieces. Hemminges and 

Condell, two players from The King’s Men, assembled the First Folio of Shakespeare’s 

work in 1623, seven years after Shakespeare’s death. There were many subsequent Folio 

copies of Shakespeare’s complete works throughout the 1600s, all with slight variations 

on the texts included and the quality of the texts they contain (Bevington xc).  

In his introduction to The Complete Works of Shakespeare, Bevington points out 

that there are no surviving autograph manuscripts of any play written by Shakespeare, so 

everything we have went through other people before it reached its current state (xci). 

The reason no original manuscripts still exist is that a playwright’s manuscript belonged 

to his theatre company. Most plays were written because a theatre company 

commissioned a playwright to write a play for them. Shakespeare wrote plays specifically 

for a single theatre company. Bevington suggests that Shakespeare worked so closely 
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with the King’s Men that the players of the company heavily influenced the resulting 

plays (xc).  

The Renaissance was the first time that plays began to be accessible to the public 

in mediums other than through the performance of a play. Like many playwrights, 

Shakespeare wrote for performance and did not want his plays to be read and published 

(Love 146). Modern playwrights still write for performance, but printed copies of scripts 

are expected, so most playwrights would never consider not publishing their work.  

Scribal publication is a practice that was popular in the medieval times that 

continued into the Renaissance (Love 37). Harold Love explores the Renaissance 

theatre’s use of manuscripts in his book Scribal Publication in Seventeenth Century 

England. He explains how the Renaissance printed manuscripts evolved from copies 

handwritten by medieval monks (37). Certain medieval universities supported the book 

trade enough that it became more common for multiple copies to be made of a single 

manuscript. With the advent of the printing press in the mid-1400s, circulating texts 

became easier and more conventional. Printing plays became more common during the 

seventeenth century and quarto copies of many plays were circulating by the 1650s (Love 

65).22  

Consequently, circulated copies of plays were the product of collaboration. 

Because a play was written as the property of the theatre company, the company could 

change whatever they wanted to in the performance of it. Change was expected between 

the playwright’s original manuscript and the final quarto or folio version, so collaboration 

was inherent in a play’s publication. According to David Wiles, a playwright and his 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22 Shakespeare, who according to Love was against the “typographic medium” (146), 
died in 1616 before the circulation of play manuscripts became more popular.  
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actors were “servants and interpreters” for each other because the playwright wrote 

knowing his actors would interpret his words as they saw fit, and the actors performed 

with respect to but often with alterations to the playwright’s manuscript (Wiles vii). Plays 

were written with the theatre company and with the audience in mind. This way of 

working ensures that the actors and playwrights had a close relationship in the 

development of the final stage performance. This process of creating a play also affected 

the manuscript records that were compiled after Shakespeare’s death. 

 

Influences on Collaborative Texts 

Even if a specific collaboration is not documented among authors, many people 

had the potential to influence any single Renaissance manuscript. For example one 

significant stylistic difference between Shakespeare’s and Fletcher’s writing is their 

choice of the word “ye” versus “you.” Fletcher would use “ye” where Shakespeare 

preferred “you.” Scholars like Cyrus Hoy have speculated that this word difference is the 

work of the person who wrote up the manuscript and not the individual author (Hoy 78). 

Because of potential scribal influence, Hoy does not think that the presence of a single 

word is enough to say that a specific author wrote a specific part of a text.23 Hoy proposes 

that we look at other stylistic factors to essentially divide the text between authors. In his 

1963 study of Shares of Fletcher and his Collaborators in the Beaumont and Fletcher 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23 In my chapter of Lexomic Analysis, I will show how we can use a single word to find 
potential authorship differences in a text. Upon further analysis, the presence of a single 
word can indicate sections that Hoy noticed in his linguistic divisions of Henry VIII and 
Two Noble Kinsmen. I believe that there are too many specific differences in the parts of 
these plays where “ye” is present versus where it is not present to say that the difference 
is just because of the scribe. Hoy’s specific study is mentioned further in my final chapter 
on scholarly context.   
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Canon, Hoy proposes specific divisions of Two Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII based on 

verb phrasing and other linguistic tendencies (83).  

Jeffrey Masten agrees that people other than Renaissance authors influenced the 

work; indeed, even the ‘prompter’ of the theatre, the person who edited the original 

manuscript, likely contributed to the wording of the manuscripts we have today 

(“Beaumont and/or Fletcher” 339). However, he believes that Hoy ignores “language as a 

process of exchange” because he tries to divide Shakespeare’s and Fletcher’s writing with 

a focus on each individual author (“Beaumont and/or Fletcher” 345). In my own research, 

I have explored how individual writing changes when a person is writing collaboratively. 

Although I agree with Masten that Hoy’s view is somewhat limiting, as I have discussed 

previously, I think that experience shapes a person’s individual word-bank to the extent 

that his particular vocabulary is evident even if he are writing with language as an 

exchange. If something is written collaboratively, a person’s individual linguistic 

tendencies can be enough to identify one person’s writing from another’s, especially if 

we look at specific stylistic traits rooted in an author’s experience.  

 Masten comments that Hoy and other stylistic linguists have set out to know “‘who 

is speaking’ each and every word of the canon” (Masten 343). This is both true and 

misleading. In order to put collaborations in a modern context, it is helpful for us to know 

who the speaker is, or at least where that piece of text came from. By our modern 

definition of authorship, we want to find out which single person put which particular 

words down on paper even if a Renaissance audience would not have viewed authorship 
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that way.24 Collaborative writing does have an intentional interaction of the language of 

two authors, but Masten does not recognize that stylometry, or using quantitative 

measures from a text, can also show us if more than one person had influence on part of a 

work (Stamatatos 3). If something is inconsistent with all other stylistic tendencies of an 

author, then he is less likely to have written that piece. Perhaps we cannot say for certain 

the exact words that an author wrote, but with knowledge of an author’s individual 

language we can make educated hypotheses about how the work was distributed when 

the two authors did collaborate.  

 If a piece of text demonstrates the qualities of multiple authors, especially when we 

already have evidence that both authors contributed to the text, we begin to theorize 

about the methods of collaboration used to write that piece. Perhaps both authors wrote it 

together; maybe one wrote attempting to mimic the other’s style to create a greater 

cohesion in the overall work. Perhaps one wrote the piece and the other went over and 

edited it, subconsciously adding his own word preferences. Linguistic studies are based in 

presumption, but they are based in educated presumption. If we do not assume basic 

things to be true, such as that each author has a distinctive writing style, we cannot reach 

any sort of conclusion.  

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24 This mindset is in order with our modern obsession to give people credit where credit is 
due. If Fletcher wrote some of Shakespeare’s work, it feels unfair to let Shakespeare 
assume all of the credit; and if the contrary is true, it seems equally unfair to let 
Shakespeare receive none of the credit. This mindset would likely not have existed during 
the Renaissance period because playwrights wrote for their house managers under the 
assumption that their play would be edited and altered to fit the requirements for the 
stage. Work was not considered as personal, and much less emphasis was placed on the 
single person that wrote the initial script down on paper. 
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Fletcher’s History of Collaboration 

 While Shakespeare’s past is more disputed, it is documented that Fletcher wrote 

with specific collaborators throughout his life. Fletcher’s most popular work at his time 

was a product of his collaboration with Frances Beaumont, a team that began around 

1607 and continued until Beaumont left London in 1613/1614 (Proudfoot xiii).  

 Fletcher was the fourth of nine children of the prelate Richard Bishop of Bristol, 

Worcester, and London. He attended college in Cambridge in 1591 and took a temporary 

role as the clerk in the chapel of Benet College, perhaps initially intending to follow in 

his father’s ecclesiastical footsteps (Gayley 62). His mother died in 1592; his father 

remarried in 1595 and died the following year.  

 When Fletcher began working with Beaumont in 1607, he was twenty-seven years 

old and Beaumont was twenty-three (Gayley 62). The two of them wrote plays such as 

The Maides Tragedy and Philaster that were originally presented at the Globe (Downer 

31). In addition to the existing compilation of Fifty Comedies and Tragedies Written by 

Francis Beaumont and John Fletcher, Gentlemen, many of the title pages of the 17th 

century quartos of these plays reference both authors (Masten 22). Bentley notes that the 

collection of Fifty Comedies and Tragedies Written by Francis Beaumont and John 

Fletcher is poorly named because more than thirty of the plays were written after 

Beaumont’s death in 1616 (Bentley 208). All of Fletcher’s plays from 1616 until his own 

death in 1625 were likely written exclusively for The King’s Men (Bentley 209). 

 One example of a Fletcher/Beaumont play that has been altered over time is their 

joint play The Knight of the Burning Pestle (1607). Masten points out that the authors’s 

names both appear on the title page of the 1635 quartos of the play. Since then, editors 
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have dropped Fletcher’s name and attributed the play solely to Beaumont. Masten also 

comments on a 1584 speech inserted as a preface to Knight of the Burning Pestle that 

refers to “the Authors intention” in the original text, but that has been modified to read 

“the Author’s intention” (Textual Intercourse 21). Masten uses this punctuation 

discrepancy as an example of the fluidity of Renaissance collaboration; the 16th century 

author did not bother specifying whether the playwright was singular or plural. Later 

editors insist on distinguishing between a single and a multiple author.25 

 It is speculated that Beaumont and Fletcher also worked with Philip Massinger, 

another one of their contemporaries; and indeed, many people seem to have been 

involved in the writing and revision of all of Fletcher’s plays (Bentley 197). Massinger’s 

name has also been mentioned in relation to Two Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII 

throughout centuries of authorship speculation. Fletcher’s history with collaboration is 

extensive and fairly well documented. Because so many of his plays are listed as having 

multiple authors and because his reputation has become one of a collaborator, it is not 

hard for us to accept that he worked with other people.  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25 Although I agree with Masten that the editor’s choice limits the understanding of 
authorship of the play, I think that there is something to be said for making decisive 
editing decisions. Shakespeare, Beaumont, and Fletcher were writing at a time with an 
unstable English language and without set spelling and punctuation (Bryson 20). 
Therefore there is no way of knowing for certain what the original playwright(s) meant; 
indeed, if they weren’t writing for publication, it could be that they did not have any 
specific intention of referring to the ‘author’ as plural or singular. Masten says that the 
original, unpunctuated “authors intention” is an example of “early modern orthographic 
practice which does not distinguish genitive singular from plural or genitive plural” 
(Textual Intercourse 22). I think the missing punctuation mark is much more indicative of 
an author writing for a deadline with the common cultural use of non-standard 
punctuation; it is not necessarily an indication of the singularity, duality, or fluidity of 
authorship.  
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Shakespeare’s History with Collaboration 

 The problem with looking at Shakespeare as a collaborator is that he is the 

quintessence of British literature in the eyes of the modern public. He is one of the most 

widely published authors in the world, and there have been many essays written on the 

“Genius of Shakespeare” (Montagu). If a play considered Shakespearean is not perceived 

as “good,” its authorship is questioned and collaboration becomes more accepted. As the 

Riverside Shakespeare points out, “It is easier to believe that Shakespeare had assistance 

than that he, in the summit of his art, would swing awkwardly between wildly different 

styles” (1024). As soon as someone knows a Shakespeare play was probably written by 

multiple people, she will immediately start to devalue the play because someone other 

than the English language’s great Bard contributed to the work. This mindset is 

problematic, and it is one that has been challenged in modern scholarship and by modern 

educators of the written word.  

An English teacher at Tompkins Square Middle School in New York City, 

Meghan Tynan argues in favor of trying to “break the illusion that Shakespeare is the 

Jesus Christ of the written language.” Although she understands why he has such an 

immaculate reputation, she does not feel that his individual authorship is enough to make 

or break a play. “These works existed for hundreds of years because they’re so 

reproducible,” Tynan explains. “It does not matter whether one person or three people 

wrote them.” It is highly unlikely that Shakespeare wrote everything on his own.  

Despite our hesitation give Shakespeare the title of “collaborator,” many scholars 

have convincingly shown that Shakespeare worked with specific other authors on several 

of his plays. Pericles, Edward III, and Two Noble Kinsmen are the plays that were not in 
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the 1623 folio of Shakespeare’s work that are said to be jointly written by Shakespeare 

and other playwrights (Muir 2).26 Several Renaissance plays had Shakespeare’s name on 

them to improve their reputation; six of these plays were included in the 1663 Third Folio 

of Shakespeare’s plays, and most of them have since been accepted as the work of other 

people (Muir 3). Titus Andronicus and Timon of Athens were included in Shakespeare’s 

original folio, but scholars such as Brian Vickers have convincingly tried to prove they 

are collaborations.  

Henry VIII and Two Noble Kinsmen have had various authorship attributions over 

time, but the most generally accepted position today is that Shakespeare and Fletcher 

wrote the two plays together. McMullan recognizes this trend in Two Noble Kinsmen and 

Henry VIII studies as a result of Shakespeare’s and Fletcher’s reputations: if someone 

likes the plays, they are probably by Shakespeare. Whatever someone does not like was 

probably Fletcher’s (McMullan 88). Both plays have been studied in many different ways 

in order to determine authorship, research that is specified in Chapter Five of this thesis.   

In addition to Two Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII, there is a listing from the 

Stationer’s Registry that Shakespeare and Fletcher worked together on a third play, 

Cardenio. This play was apparently very successful and was performed for the Duke of 

Savoy’s ambassador in 1613, but it never made it to print (Bate 340). This play is 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26 Pericles was possibly not included in the 1623 Folio because the existing text is taken 
from a bad quarto (Muir 2). It was not included in compilations of Shakespeare’s work 
until 1663 (Downer 403).  
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considered lost and although several people have claimed that they have discovered 

Cardenio over the past several centuries, none is believed to be the true manuscript.27 

 

History of Two Noble Kinsmen Text 

Two Noble Kinsmen was not included in the first Shakespeare folio even though 

the title page from Waterson’s 1634 Folio lists Shakespeare and Fletcher as co-authors.28 

Records of the play show that it was first performed by the King’s Men in a private space 

at Blackfriar’s Theatre over the winter of 1613-1614 (Proudfoot xii). Two Noble Kinsmen 

was also one of the first plays to be shown at the Globe theatre after it was rebuilt in 1614 

(Bate 340). The play probably had a revival in 1619 and in the mid-1620s, as evidenced 

by further records from the King’s Office of Revels (Riverside 1,689). Despite additional 

performances of this play, Heminges and Condel did not include Two Noble Kinsmen in 

the First Folio, their thirty-six play compilation of Shakespeare’s work published by 

Jaggard and Blount in 1623. The first official printed version of Two Noble Kinsmen was 

in a quarto by John Waterson in 1634. Rights to the play were later transferred to 

Humphrey Mosely on October 31, 1646 (Bevington A21), and the play was printed in the 

second folio of Fletcher and Beaumont’s collected works in 1679 (Downer 439).  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27 As recently as the 1990s, people have brought forward new scripts as the missing 
Cardenio. Charles Hamilton published Middleton’s The Second Maiden’s Tragedy in 
1994, claiming that the play was really the lost Shakespeare and Fletcher collaboration 
(Hamilton). His version of the book received critical reviews and his theory is considered 
false, as the play is closer to Middleton’s style. 
 
28 Even though Shakespeare’s name was often put on plays that he was not associated 
with, G. R. Proudfoot is convinced of the authority of Waterson’s title page for Two 
Noble Kinsmen. Other plays that John Waterson recorded for the King’s Men have 
unquestioned authorship; thus it is unlikely that we should doubt his claim for 
Shakespeare and Fletcher as collaborators. The title page is reprinted in Figure J.  
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The play passed through many hands with its dual attribution intact. For centuries 

scholars have been analyzing the text to determine if and how Shakespeare and Fletcher 

collaborated on Two Noble Kinsmen. Scholarship ranged from the belief that Shakespeare 

was the sole author of the play to disputes about the authorship of individual scenes. In 

1998, Rudman even estimated that 1,000 different methods of determining authorship 

have been tested thus far (Rudman 1).  

The story of Two Noble Kinsmen is inspired by Chaucer’s “The Knight’s Tale” 

from The Canterbury Tales. The premise of the play is that two knights, Arcite and 

Palamon, fall madly in love with the fair Amazon Emilia. Palamon is imprisoned and 

watches Emilia daily from his jail; Arcite is banished and sneaks back into Duke 

Theseus’s court to wait on Emilia. Eventually, Theseus lets the two men duel for Emilia’s 

hand in marriage and they pray to various Gods. Arcite prays to the god of war for 

strength in battle, and Palamon prays to the goddess of love for the heart of the lady. 

They both receive their wishes, as Arcite wins the battle and dies shortly after. After 

Arcite’s death, Palamon is free to wed Emilia. Secondary characters in Fletcher’s and 

Shakespeare’s play include Palamon’s jailer and the jailer’s daughter, who is in love with 

Palamon. In my later analysis of Two Noble Kinsmen, I refer to different settings within 

Two Noble Kinsmen: the scenes with the nobility in Athens, and the scenes that feature 

the lower class jailer and his daughter.  

The play is rarely performed today and is often criticized for its meandering plot 

and its unnecessary subplots (Downer 445). 95% of the play is in verse and at 3,220 lines 

it is one of the longer plays with Shakespeare’s name attached to it (Downer 439). Some 

scholars speculate that Shakespeare wrote the more substantial parts of this script and 
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Fletcher wrote the parts that “add little to the quality of the play,” as Downer and Riding 

muse in their Essential Shakespeare Handbook. This was the last play that Shakespeare 

worked on for the King’s Men, and Fletcher likely took over for him by the time Two 

Noble Kinsmen was performed (Downer 444).  

 

History of Henry VIII Text 

 Unlike Two Noble Kinsmen, Henry VIII is usually just attributed to Shakespeare. 

The play was written between 1612 and 1613, and is in the de casibus structure of many 

medieval plays where fortune causes great people to fall from power (Hart 195).  This is 

a five-act play and is noted for its elaborate celebrations, feasts, and dances (MacMullen 

97).  The author of Shakespeare and His Social Context also draws attention to the fact 

that Henry VIII is one of the first and only times Shakespeare “does justice to a historical 

lady” in Katherine of Aragon (184).  

Although the play was performed earlier in 1613 at Blackfriar’s playhouse, the 

King’s Men first performed Henry VIII, also known as All Is True, at the Globe on June 

29, 1613. This was the play that caused the Globe theatre to burn down during its 

inaugural performance due to a misfired canon that was supposed to announce the 

masque in Act I (Downer 152). 

 Henry VIII was a topical play for 1613. Not only was it about the birth of 

Elizabeth I, the predecessor of James I for whom the play was written, but 1613 was the 

year James’s daughter was married (Young xi). Marriage is a central theme of Henry 

VIII, as the play depicts the dissolution of Henry’s marriage to Katherine of Aragon and 

his remarriage to Anne Boleyn. Three main characters, the Duke of Buckingham, 
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Cardinal Wolsey, and Katherine of Aragon, all meet their downfall as a result of Anne’s 

success and fortune’s intervention. Possibly because the play is so set on praising 

Elizabeth I and prophesying great future monarchs of England such as James I, Henry 

VIII contains little indication that Anne will fall from grace and be beheaded several 

years after giving birth to Elizabeth (Downer 153).  

Hart explains that Henry VIII is structured as an “episodic chronicle play” because 

it covers a period of fourteen years in Henry’s life and focuses on specific moments 

within that time frame (203). Chronologically, Henry VIII was written after any of 

Shakespeare’s other history plays, after Shakespeare left London and moved to Stratford 

(Bevington 919). The play skims over religious themes that were problematic during the 

actual reign of Henry VIII and focuses more on how the characters’ loyalties influence 

their political decisions (Downer 152).  

Henry VIII was considered a Shakespearean play by Heminges and Condell in 

their first folio of Shakespeare plays in 1623. Reports of when its authorship began to 

come into question are varied. According to Downer’s The Essential Shakespeare 

Handbook, when Henry VIII was reprinted in 1634 it was attributed to both Shakespeare 

and Fletcher (Downer 147). Paul Werstine and Barbara A. Mowat of the Folger 

Shakespeare Library claim that the first time authorship of Henry VIII was questioned 

was by Edward Malone in 1790, and that the first time anyone attempted to make a 

division of authorship was by James Spedding in 1850.29 Despite scholarship suggesting 

otherwise, Henry VIII is still most commonly attributed to Shakespeare. It is now usually 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
29Spedding was one of the scholars who proposed that Philip Massinger could have had a 
hand in writing Henry VIII (Young xiv). I will go more thoroughly into Spedding’s 
theories in Chapter Five on past authorship attribution studies. 
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presented with the side note that Fletcher was a collaborator but most of the work was 

Shakespeare’s. 

Because Henry VIII is difficult to do well due to its elaborate staging and its 

unsympathetic characters, it is rarely performed (Downer 153). When The Globe 

performed Henry VIII in 2010, one reviewer commented that the play “lacks stylistic 

unity” (Billington 1), and in the Globe to Globe production of 2012, theartsdesk.com 

reporter Matt Wolf noted that “In English, Henry VIII gets dismissed as a Shakespearean 

dud” (Wolf 1). Even if the play is performed well it is marred by its inauspicious 1613 

opening and its reputation of being poorly written, a reputation linked to its probable dual 

authorship. 

 

Conclusion 

 Records of theatre history from the Renaissance invite us to challenge claims of 

sole authorship. They encourage the mindset that writing for theatre is a process that 

involves a variety of influences, from cultural to editorial to personal. These three types 

of influence are specific to an individual author, and because Shakespeare and Fletcher 

shared so many of the cultural and editorial influences, their work is innately 

collaborative and has many similar traits. Because these two authors had such different 

personal backgrounds, it is worth re-evaluating the texts they worked on together to try to 

determine the way in which they collaborated.  

Shakespeare is a household name. While Fletcher is known among scholars, his 

work is generally unknown to the modern public. I am convinced that there is something 

significant in how their personal experience and ability shaped their language that gave 
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them this difference in historical reputation. Their cultural and editorial contexts establish 

that collaboration was a common occurrence in Renaissance literature. Shakespeare’s and 

Fletcher’s personal histories and legacies suggest that we can know more than that. We 

have started to scale down from broad collaboration theory to look specifically at the 

Renaissance. Close digital and textual analysis let us challenge the expectation that if two 

men write together their individual styles are lost to the collaborative process. There is a 

detectable difference in the work produced by these two men, which I will explore in 

further detail in the next chapter.  
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4 a.)  LEXOMIC METHODS 
!

“We need a paradigm shift to accept that Shakespeare didn’t write everything on his 
own.” 

-Meghan Tynan 
 
 
 

As part of the Lexomics Research Group at Wheaton College, I began to examine 

the authorship of Renaissance Collaborations from a digital perspective.30  This chapter 

will detail the methods and limitations of Lexomic methods; I present results in the 

following chapter. The Lexos software is capable of different types of text analysis and 

representation. Cluster analysis can determine similarities in the overall corpus of words 

in larger bodies of text. If we want to see the distribution of words in a specific text, we 

can use Rolling Window Analysis to search for a specific word. Comma Separated Value 

files (CSV matrices) can give us the word distribution of multiple texts at once.  

The Lexos software allows us to digitize massive numbers of texts so that they 

can be understood visually. I looked at texts using two tools from Lexos: Rolling 

Window Analysis and Dendrograms. A graph generated by a Rolling Window Analysis 

(RWA) can easily be explained to an otherwise uninformed observer. Dendrograms 

separate information with cluster analysis and display visual evidence of the similarities 

and dissimilarities of any number of texts. Both methods provide extremely visual and 

mathematical representations of something that is not innately mathematical. A person 

cannot look at every word of a given book simultaneously, but the Lexos software can 

give us a single picture of an entire book, or even an entire corpus. As you will see when 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
30 www.wheatoncollege.edu/lexomics 
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our methods are explained, Lexos is a valuable tool for testing and supporting 

hypotheses, especially with authorship distribution in collaborations.  

In order to begin to use Lexos, the user needs to upload her documents. For every 

play that I included in my study, I “hand-scrubbed” each of the texts, going through each 

play and eliminating all stage directions and character names that were not in the spoken 

text. For example, in Act 1, scene 2 of The Tempest, if the original text appeared as 

follows:  

 PROSPERO 
 [Aside] It works. 

To FERDINAND 
Come on. 
Thou hast done well, fine Ariel! 
To FERDINAND 
Follow me. 
To ARIEL 
Hark what thou else shalt do me. 

My scrub of that text would produce the following: 

 It works. 
  Come on. 
  Thou hast done well, fine Ariel! 
  Follow me. 
  Hark what thou else shalt do to me. 

The text for each Shakespeare play used in this study was taken from the MIT’s 

web edition of The Complete Works of Shakespeare.31 Each play on this website has been 

rewritten with modern spelling and does not contain characters that Lexos cannot 

process. Older copies of Shakespearean texts have too much scribal variation for us to 

use them all in the same Early Modern English format. We aim to normalize alternate 

spellings of the same word by matching them to a standard spelling. The same word 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
31 www.shakespeare.mit.edu 
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might be spelled three different ways by three different scribes or even by the same 

author, so it is better to eliminate the problem of a word not appearing in our data because 

it has a slightly varied spelling.32 Whether a text uses “sweet” or “sweete” is not 

important for our purposes because we are searching how frequently a word is used, not 

how frequently a specific spelling is used. For the few plays that MIT’s Complete Works 

of Shakespeare did not have, such as Two Noble Kinsmen, I went through and scrubbed 

the text using the “replace” tool on Microsoft Word to replace all antiquated spellings of 

words with the modern dictionary’s version of them.  

Once the texts have been uploaded to the Lexomics website, Lexos software lets 

us scrub the texts even further. This is especially important when we run tests using 

multiple texts. Again, all of the texts must use the same spelling to produce accurate 

results. The Lexos scrubbing tool is able to rid texts of digits and punctuation. It can turn 

capital letters into lowercase ones, and it gives the user the option of keeping hyphens 

and internal apostrophes. These settings are what I used in all of my tests. 33 With those 

criteria, the above passage would read: 

 it works 
  come on 
  thou hast done well fine ariel 

 follow me 
 hark what thou else shalt do for me 
 
From this version of the text we generate word counts in each act and scene for 

each play. “Word Count” refers to the number of words in the scene after the text was 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32 English in the Renaissance did not have a set orthography for spelling, so authors wrote 
the same words in different ways (Travitsky xv).  
 
33 The specific scrubbing settings I used were “Remove All Punctuation” with “Keep 
Hyphens” and “Keep Word-Internal Apostrophes,” “Make Lowercase,” and “Remove 
Digits.” 
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scrubbed, and “Running Total of Words” refers to the number of words in the play up to 

the end of that particular scene. These word tallies allow us to see a list of all of the 

words in a particular document. I searched these lists for word discrepancies between 

texts and authors, and was able to search that word over the entire text. Once we have 

scrubbed each play and found these significant words, we can start to run Rolling 

Window Analysis (RWA) tests of scripts.  

Rolling Window Analysis is the primary tool I used for my authorship study. 

RWA is set up as follows: the user can set the criteria for the type of calculation, the unit 

of measurement, the particular search token, and the size of the window. I usually ran 

RWA with a “Rolling Average” test in a window of “Words” for a specific word.  The 

benefit of Rolling Window is that it takes a calculation of a word’s position over the 

course of a text instead of just plotting specific times a word appears. This type of test 

plots the frequency of the specified word in a text based on how many times that word 

appears over a selection of n words of the text (if n is a positive integer). The software 

calculates how many times the search token appears over the first n words of the text 

(between and including 1 and n) and plots that point based on the average of the word. 

RWA then looks at the words from 2 to (n+1), a new window of n words, and takes the 

average number of times the token appears out of those words. 34 RWA then takes the 

window from 3 to (n+2), a third window of n words, calculates the average number of 

times the token appears over that many words, and plots the average frequency. The 

graphs produced by RWA are visually striking and can give a very clear breakdown of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34 In this case, the size of this window can be obtained by subtracting 2 from n to get the 
difference of words between 2 and (n + 1), and adding 1 because we’re counting the 2nd 
word.  
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information based on these calculations. Running a search of the word “ye” per 500 

words in The Tempest produces this RWA:  

 
Figure 2: RWA of “ye” in The Tempest per 500 words 

 

Figure 2 is read as follows: the first spike in the graph has an average of 0.0020  

“ye”s over 500 words. That average computes to “ye” appearing once between words 

2,610 and 3,110. (On the Lexos webpage, scrolling over the thick bars or dots will give 

you what number word you are on.) Further analysis of the text shows that this instance 

of “ye” is in a line of Caliban’s in act one, scene two. A hand-made breakdown of The 

Tempest by act and scene can direct us to exactly where instances of search tokens 

appear; we just need to match the word count on the graph to where that number word 

falls in the running total of words in the play.  

 In order for the RWA to be helpful, I needed to search for words that a specific 

author prefers. One method we used to find useful search tokens was to generate a CSV, 

a Comma Separated Value file, through Lexos. CSV files can be displayed as Excel 

matrices of every word contained in each text, with the words on one axis, and text titles 
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on the other axis. The tally of the number of occurrences of a specific word in each text 

appears at the intersection point. The top corner of a matrix can be seen in Figure 3.  

  
  Figure 3: CSV Sample of Shakespearean Plays 

 

This chart tells us that the play Coriolanus contained 375 instances of the word 

‘a,’ and in Romeo and Juliet the phrase ‘a-bed’ was used once. To determine which 

words could show significant graphs on RWA, I compared the average number of a 

specific word in a random selection of Shakespeare’s plays to the average number of a 

specific word in Two Noble Kinsmen or Henry VIII. I used the “Average” function of 

Microsoft Excel to compute Shakespearean and Fletcherian averages. If the numbers 

were drastically different, I would look into the distribution further and run RWA using 

these specific words.35 These results can be seen in a RWA of half of the Shakespearean 

corpus. The words “ye” and “em” were extremely prevalent in Henry VIII and Two Noble 

Kinsmen compared to their frequency in other plays by Shakespeare. The following 

RWA demonstrates the frequency of the word “ye” over the second half of the 

Shakespearean corpus compiled chronologically from Julius Caesar to Two Noble 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
35 Many words I found using this method matched with words that other scholars marked 
as distinctively Shakespearean, or Distinctively Fletcherian. “Ye” and “Em” are both 
words that marked high on the CM-1 Score for Fletcher and low on Shakespeare’s CM-1 
Score, according to research done by Marsden, Budden, Craig, and Moscato. 
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Kinsmen. Figure 4a contains the RWA as it is generated by Lexos, and Figure 4b contains 

an edited RWA in which the separate plays appear between black bars.36 

 

Figure 4a: RWA of “ye” over 2000 words in second half of concatenated 
Shakespearean corpus 

 

 
Figure 4b: RWA of “ye” over 2000 words in second half of concatenated 

Shakespearean corpus, plays separated by black bars 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
36 Due to file size limitations, this concatenated file starts at the beginning of Julius 
Caesar and includes (in order) Henry V, Hamlet, 12th Night, All’s Well That Ends Well, 
Othello, Measure for Measure, King Lear, Macbeth, Pericles, Coriolanus, Timon of 
Athens, Troilus and Cressida, Antony and Cleopatra, Cymbeline, Winter’s Tale, The 
Tempest, Henry VIII, and Two Noble Kinsmen.   
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 The text of Henry VIII is from word 384,193 to word 407,659; and the text of Two 

Noble Kinsmen runs from word 407,659 until the end. Notice that the increase in the 

word “ye” begins at the start of Henry VIII and continues until the end of Two Noble 

Kinsmen. Throughout these two plays, the function has various peaks and troughs, most 

likely because these texts have parts written by Shakespeare and parts written by 

Fletcher; however, the function increases so dramatically that Fletcher’s influence is still 

apparent in relation to Shakespeare’s solo plays. The word “’em” has a similar effect 

when run through the second half of Shakespeare’s corpus.  

 
Figure 5: RWA over 2000 words of “em” in the second half of Shakespearean 

Corpus 
 

The RWA confirms the CSV result that “em” is also more frequent in Two Noble 

Kinsmen and Henry VIII than in the rest of Shakespeare’s later work.37  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
37 Marsden, Budden, Craig and Poscato used computer scans of the entire corpus of 
Renaissance plays to determine a CM_1 score based on the frequency a word is used by 
particular authors. “ye” and “em” both scored high with Fletcher and low with 
Shakespeare. These inconsistencies could be indications that Shakespeare did not write 
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 On a smaller scale than an entire corpus, the RWA can demonstrate the tendency 

of an author to use a particular word. When we search individual plays, these function 

graphs differ dramatically from author to author if we search a word that one person uses 

more than another. A PLOS One article on “Language Individuation and Marker Words” 

notes that “yes” is one of the words that has the lowest CM_1 score for Shakespeare, 

which means that compared to other Renaissance playwrights, Shakespeare uses “yes” 

with a markedly lower frequency. For a control sample of Shakespeare’s and Fletcher’s 

usage of “yes,” we ran a RWA with two plays, Shakespeare’s Taming of the Shrew 

(1594) and Fletcher’s Woman’s Prize (1611).38 These are the resulting graphs: 

 

 
Figure 6a: “yes” RWA of Shakespeare’s Taming of the Shrew 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
these plays alone. Other scholars reached similar conclusions regarding word preference 
to determine an author’s style. 
38 The Woman’s Prize is supposed to be Fletcher’s version of a sequel to Taming of the 
Shrew. 
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Figure 6b: “yes” RWA of Fletcher’s The Woman’s Prize 

 

 

 The Rolling Window of Taming of the Shrew shows that the maximum frequency 

of “yes” at any point in the play is 0.0020, or 2 uses within 1000 words. All instances of 

“yes” in Taming of the Shrew are isolated and inconsistent throughout the text.  Figure 

6b, the RWA of The Woman’s Prize, demonstrates that Fletcher uses “yes” much more 

consistently throughout his writing. The frequency reaches 0.0080, or 8 uses of “yes” 

within 1000 words. A y-axis value of 0.0020 is not an outlier in the graph of Fletcher’s 

writing; it reaches this frequency on fifteen separate occasions and often goes above this 

number. Taming of the Shrew only reaches 0.0020 twice. These trends in RWAs of 

various plays are consistent; indeed, Fletcher uses the word “yes,” while Shakespeare 

favors “ay” with a similar consistency. RWA of ‘ay’ in Taming of the Shrew and The 

Woman’s Prize produces Figures 7a and 7b. 
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Figure 7a: RWA of ‘ay’ in Taming of the Shrew 

 

 
Figure 7b: RWA of “ay” in The Woman’s Prize 

 

The RWA shows that while Shakespeare uses “ay” regularly in Taming of the 

Shrew, Fletcher does not use “ay” at all in The Woman’s Prize. This analysis clearly 

shows that Shakespeare prefers the word “ay” while Fletcher prefers “yes,” results that 

are consistent with the CM_1 scores determined by Marsden, Budden, Craig and 

Poscato.39 With a standard set of Shakespeare’s and Fletcher’s word preferences, we can 

match the word average over the course of each text to the distinctive author. Because an 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
39 Marsden et. al.’s PLOS One on “Language Individuation and Marker Words” 
determines that “yes” is one of the lowest ranking CM_1 words for Shakespeare and that 
“aye” is one of the lowest ranking CM_1 words for Fletcher.  
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author’s word choice is often indicative of his style, RWA can give evidence of a 

particular writer’s presence when run with the search token of a word that an author has 

either favored or avoided.  

If we examine a text such as Two Noble Kinsmen, we see that there are defined 

peaks where “yes” is used and not used. 

 
Figure 8: RWA of “yes” over 1000 words in Two Noble Kinsmen 

 

Words 4755 to 7825 correspond to 2.2 and 2.3; words 14,694- 17,573 correspond 

to 3.6, 4.1, and 4.2. Words 19,797 to 10,789 correspond to 5.2.  There are three distinct 

peaks over these sections that reach an average of 0.0080. Through various means of both 

quantitative and qualitative research over the years, other scholars have attributed these 

scenes to Fletcher.40 Using this RWA graph, we able to say that the peaks in the graph 

indicate where Fletcher was probably writing. The Shakespeare/Fletcher distribution of 

Two Noble Kinsmen is to be discussed further in the following section. 

The final method that we used to test our results is hierarchical agglomeration 

clustering. Lexos clusters data through the Dendrogram tool, listed under “Hierarchical 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
40 Further explanation of previous studies on Two Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII can be 
found in Chapter Five.  
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clustering” on Wheaton College Lexomics website. To run a Dendrogram, we input 

separate files of text and tell the software to sort the texts by the similarities of their word 

usage. A Dendrogram works in conjunction with the CSV to create a matrix of the word 

frequency of each word in a particular text. If you run specific texts through the 

Dendrogram, the tool will compare the vectors of each of the texts. The texts with the two 

most similar matrices will be linked together the lowest on the resulting graph. The next 

linked file will be the most similar to them. If two others are more similar, they will be 

linked in a separate group to the side that we call a clade. The following is a dendrogram 

with all of the Jailer’s Daughter monologues from Two Noble Kinsmen and a 

concatenated file of all of Miranda’s lines in The Tempest:  

 
Figure 9: Dendrogram test of Jailer’s Daughter monologues in Two Noble 

Kinsmen and Miranda from Tempest 
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The numbers on the y-axis corresponds to the difference between the two 

matrices: a low number implies that there is little difference and that the two texts are 

more similar. This diagram has two separate clades, one for 3.6 and one for everything 

except 3.6. We would read this dendrogram to say that all of Miranda’s lines in The 

Tempest are the most similar to the Jailer’s daughter monologue 3.2. Those two are the 

next closest linked to 2.1 and 4.3, and the Jailer’s daughter monologues 2.6 and 2.4 are 

more similar to each other. All of these texts are more similar to each other than they are 

to Jailer’s daughter monologue 3.6.  

In order to correlate dendrograms with RWA, we ran many tests with individual 

plays by Shakespeare and Fletcher. The plays separated into clades by accepted author. 

We then split the text of Two Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII into two files each, one file 

with the portion of the play we attributed to Shakespeare and one file with the sections 

we attributed to Fletcher. When we ran these files with entire plays by Shakespeare and 

Fletcher, they separated with our predicted authors. Although none of these tests can be 

completely definitive, they can give convincing evidence for specific arguments. If we 

assume that specific authors will have specific word preference tendencies, then 

dendrograms are a way of confirming our RWA results that is independent of the RWA. 

Dendrograms test the similarity of every word in a document, whereas RWA tests 

specific words.  

 

LEXOMIC LIMITATIONS 

Despite any shortcomings of Lexomics testing, we have had consistent results on 

a variety of texts through several independent methods. I am convinced that Lexomics is 
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one of the best ways to determine a written collaboration with multiple authors. Here I 

will explain the limitations I have experienced with Lexos and why our results are 

convincing regardless.  

The biggest challenge I experienced with dendrograms is that there is no easy way 

to determine which words are the most significant in clustering. We have eliminated 

extraneous factors as much as possible by using the scrubbing tool to eliminate the most 

repeated words between the texts. We have also tried to stop the dendrogram from being 

influenced by character name by deleting any repeated character names, such as Richard, 

Edward, and Henry, within any Shakespearean or Fletcherian play. We ran additional 

tests where the deleted words (or “stopwords”) were place names, gendered pronouns, 

and terms related to monarchy and royalty. Although there was some minor shifting in 

the dendrogram on a local level, the Fletcherian plays stayed with each other and the 

Shakespeare plays also stayed together through each test.41  

Another foreseeable limitation was our initial method of scrubbing. I hand-

scrubbed each of the texts to standardize the spelling, which means that there could be 

some small inconsistencies between the texts. The Fletcherian plays came from a 

different source than most of the Shakespearean plays; it is certainly possible that this is 

why they were all clustering together in the Dendrogram. I standardized the plays as 

accurately and regularly as possible given my human limitations, but it is at least 

theoretically possible that the plays are clustering because of inconsistent editing. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
41 One additional tool we used to work against this restriction was n-gram testing. N-gram 
testing searches for similarities in “n” number of consecutive words as the token. For 
instance, instead of testing “all” it would count “and all” “for all” and every other two 
word combination with “all” as a separate tally. A bigram refers to a test where n=2 and 
tests for instances of two consecutive words. 
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However, I am also certain that despite my hand-scrubbing any remaining 

irregularities between the texts are inconsequential. When we divided our predicted 

Shakespearean and Fletcherian sections of plays that were from MIT’s Complete Works 

of Shakespeare website, the predicted Fletcherian sections were on the same clade as the 

Fletcherian plays taken from different sources. They did not stay with the Shakespearean 

sections even though the text was from the same website, and they did not separate out by 

themselves even though they came from the same plays. The Fletcherian and 

Shakespearean texts were standardized enough that the difference in an authorship style 

can be detected despite any minor inconsistencies. 

Other limitations are in the nature of collaboration, as discussed previously. If two 

authors worked on the same text, we cannot tell if one author tried to modify his style to 

match the other writer’s and make the play more cohesive. Perhaps Shakespeare noticed 

Fletcher’s tendency to use the word “ye” and included it more often in the plays that he 

co-wrote. In the plays I am looking at, there is no evidence of this particular language 

shift. Fletcher uses “ye” proportionally more than Shakespeare to an overwhelming 

extent. Other words that Fletcher prefers have similar distribution patterns to “ye,” while 

words that are more distinctly prevalent in Shakespeare’s plays have the inverse 

distribution.  

 Additionally, we cannot tell how these authors collaborated. Using terms that I 

defined in my Re-theorizing Collaboration chapter, we do not know how closely or 

distantly Fletcher and Shakespeare worked together, and we do not know if their working 

relationship was synchronic or diachronic. It is possible that Shakespeare wrote 

something and Fletcher went back, edited it, and added his preferred words where he 
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thought they sounded better. That discrepancy would show up in RWA as a section 

Fletcher wrote, even if Shakespeare had the initial hand in it. Fortunately, Dendrograms 

tend to mitigate this potential flaw. Dendrograms consider the words in a piece instead of 

a specific word; thus if the dendrograms achieve consistent results with or without the 

presence of a specific word, there is a higher chance that they are accurately dividing 

texts based on authorship. 

Therefore, despite the above limitations, our methods are an effective digital way 

to look at collaboration as accurately as possible. These methods provide results that help 

us visualize data in a way that can be used to support or refute individual claims of 

authorship. In order to proceed with any sort of research, we need to make educated 

assumptions. In this work, I have used word count proportions over a number of texts by 

the same author. In order to conclude anything we must assume that if Author A uses a 

word more than Author B does by a vast margin, then in a work whose authorship is in 

question, it is more likely that Author A wrote the parts in which the word is the most 

prevalent.  

This concludes the Methods and Limitations portion of my thesis and we will now 

move on to the results.  
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4 b.) APPLIED LEXOMICS 
!

“The real value of studying the common word rests on the fact that they constitute the 
underlying fabric of the text, a barely visible web that gives shape to whatever is being said.” 

–Vickers “A Second Opinion on Shakespeare Authorship Studies” (375) 
 

I used Lexos software specifically with Two Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII to 

create breakdowns of these plays of questionable authorship. Continuing the work that 

Ann Marie Brasacchio, Yun Meng and the Wheaton College Lexomics Research Group 

started in the summer of 2013, I came into this project with the desire to find out which 

parts of these plays Shakespeare wrote and which parts, if any, were the work of his 

supposed collaborator John Fletcher. Our ultimate goal was to test how much Lexomics 

could tell us about authorship. Professor Mark LeBlanc referred to us as “miners of 

information,” trying different ideas and seeing if we would succeed.  

Working with Lexos and the Lexomics team at Wheaton, I have come up with 

proposed divisions of Two Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII that are supported by our 

software. Although the collaborative authorship of these plays has been studied before, 

scholars have reached many, vastly different conclusions about how Shakespeare and 

Fletcher worked together to write them. Our results present the data in a new light with 

original images and graphs. The results have potential to change how we look at plays 

that were considered Renaissance collaborations from a modern, digital perspective.  

Two Noble Kinsmen is accepted as the work of multiple authors because it is such 

an inconsistent play. It is not considered as “timeless” as other Renaissance plays, it lacks 

the character development of better-known Shakespearean plays, and it was excluded 

from the original 1623 collection of all of Shakespeare’s work. Among people who 

consider the play to be lesser quality, some critics doubt that Shakespeare had any hand 
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in it.42 The parts that we believe Shakespeare wrote are purely Shakespearean. The text 

and characters in the sections by Shakespeare match the style and syntax of the rest of 

Shakespeare’s plays. Other sections have vocabulary and line structure more similar to 

that of Fletcher’s solo plays. Most research that has been done to define the differences 

between Shakespearean and Fletcherian sections relies on quantitative or qualitative 

methods. The tests that I have designed for Lexomics are essentially qualitative analysis 

supported by quantitative methods.  

 

In the Methods section of this chapter, I established that Two Noble Kinsmen and 

Henry VIII are outliers among Shakespeare’s work in terms of prevalence of the words 

“ye” and “em”. “Ye” and “em” are both words that Fletcher favors to an extreme extent. 

See Figure C for a chart of Fletcher’s and Shakespeare’s tendencies to use specific words. 

“Ye” and “em” are among words that Shakespeare essentially avoids, yet in Two Noble 

Kinsmen and Henry VIII they begin to appear with a noteworthy frequency. If one of 

Shakespeare’s plays has frequent occurrences of a word that Shakespeare never uses 

elsewhere, perhaps the play was not written by Shakespeare alone. Starting by looking at 

where those words appear in Two Noble Kinsmen, I began to develop a sense for where 

there were inconsistencies in the text. RWA helped us come up with our proposed 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
42 Note: this question comes from the bias that if Shakespeare wrote something, then it 
must be good. Shakespeare’s work is somehow “better” than work by his contemporaries. 
Thus if something supposedly by Shakespeare does not meet the linguistic and thematic 
standards of Shakespeare’s better work, its authorship is suddenly in question. I think this 
bias is supported by Shakespeare’s skill as a writer, but I do not think we should idealize 
Shakespeare’s work. Not everything he wrote has to match the standards of his best work, 
although perhaps there is something in the nature of collaboration or at least something in 
the nature of the Two Noble Kinsmen collaboration that makes it of poorer quality than 
plays of single authorship.  
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breakdown between Shakespearean and Fletcherian sections of Two Noble Kinsmen, and 

the division is supported by dendrograms.43 

Our proposed breakdown of Two Noble Kinsmen is as follows:  

 

Act 1 Prologue Fletcher 
Scene 1 Shakespeare 
Scene 2 Shakespeare 
Scene 3 Shakespeare 
Scene 4 Shakespeare 
Scene 5 Shakespeare 

Act 2 Scene 1 Shakespeare 
Scene 2 Fletcher 
Scene 3 Fletcher 
Scene 4 Fletcher 
Scene 5 Fletcher 
Scene 6 Fletcher 

Act 3 Scene 1 Shakespeare 
Scene 2 Shakespeare 
Scene 3 Fletcher 
Scene 4 Fletcher 
Scene 5 Fletcher 
Scene 6 Fletcher 

Act 4 Scene 1 Fletcher 
Scene 2 Fletcher 
Scene 3 Shakespeare 

Act 5 Scene 1 Lines 1-33 Fletcher 
Lines 33-end Shakespeare 

Scene 2 Fletcher 
Scene 3 Shakespeare 
Scene 4 Shakespeare 
Epilogue Fletcher 

Figure 10: Shakespeare/Fletcher Scene by Scene Breakdown of Two Noble 
Kinsmen 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
43 Dendrograms are an especially sound way to confirm RWA results. If we can remove 
the words in RWA that we were using to determine our breakdown and the dendrogram 
outcome remains the same, then we have independent evidence to support specific 
authors that is not affected by the words that showed specific authorship with RWA. 
These are two independent methods that point to two different aspects of author style that 
digital humanities use to demonstrate collaboration: an author’s tendency to use a specific 
word, and an author’s tendency to have a unique overall vocabulary.  
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With our proposed breakdown of Two Noble Kinsmen, we ran a dendrogram with 

all of Shakespeare’s plays, five of Fletcher’s plays, and two additional files: one file with 

the parts of Two Noble Kinsmen that we have attributed to Fletcher, and one file with the 

parts of Two Noble Kinsmen that we have attributed to Shakespeare. See Figure D for the 

resulting dendrogram. 44  This dendrogram confirms that the Fletcherian half of Two 

Noble Kinsmen is the most similar to Fletcher’s The Woman’s Prize by a factor of 0.0188 

and stays well within the clade of Fletcher’s plays. The Shakespearean half of Two Noble 

Kinsmen appears with a step-by-step regularity in the middle of many Shakespearean 

plays. This particular dendrogram was also run with stopwords of Fletcher’s most 

common words, the words that were the most influential in determining our division with 

RWA. The dendrogram in Figure D is run without the words “ye,” “dare,” “yes,” “has.”  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
44 Figure D was run with the following Stopwords of names and places that appear in 
more than one play so the results are not affected by proper noun prevalence:  

anne, antipholus, antonio, archbishop, balthasar, blunt, boy, brother, brother's, 
brothers, brutus, buckingham, bullen, burgundy, caesar, caesar's, campeius, 
capuchius, cardinal, chamberlain, chancellor, claudius, clown, cornwall, 
countrymen, court, cramner, crown, daughter, daughter's, daughters, doctor, 
dromio, duchess, duchy, duke, dukedom, earl, earls, edward, elizabeth, emilia, 
england, england's, english, ephesus, father, father's, fathers, france, france's, 
french, gentleman, george, ghost, glocester, gloucester, griffith, henry, henry's, 
herald, hugh, husband, husband's, husbands, italian, italy, jailer, john, julius, 
katharine, katherine, katherine's, king, king's, kingdom, kings, lady, lady's, 
lancaster, lewis, lieutenant, lincoln, lord, lucilius, lucius, madam, man, man's, 
marcus, master, mayor, men, men's, messenger, mistress, monsieur, mortimer, 
mother, mother's, mothers, murderer, noble, norfolk, northumberland, officer, 
page, paris, patience, percy, phillip, prince, prince's, princes, queen, queen's, 
queens, richard, robin, roman, rome, royal, sailors, salisbury, sebastian, senator, 
servant, sir, sire, soldier, somerset, son, son's, sons, spain, spain's, spanish, 
suffolk, surrey, syracuse, thomas, throne, titus, valentine, varrius, watch, 
watchmen, wife, wife's, wives, wolsey, wolsey's, woman, woman's, women, 
women's, york 
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Even though we cut words that a specific author favors, our division of the Two 

Noble Kinsmen text stays separate in this dendrogram. The behavior of the text is 

indicative of overall consistency in an author’s vocabulary. Although an author might use 

specific words that distinguish his text from another’s, if we remove those words then the 

author’s signifiers are gone. Presumably, we will have removed words specific to the 

content of the story and we are left with a framework of seemingly generic verbs, 

pronouns, articles, adjectives, and nouns. These are the words that are present regardless 

of the subject matter, so they are the words that will be used in distinctive proportions by 

particular authors. These proportions that these words are used in will be more reflective 

of an author’s body of work than of words related to content.  

Perhaps a person’s vocabulary is shaped by his education, his occupation, or his 

interactions with others. In any case, these experiences are factors that affect everyone 

individually. In an article for the Journal of the American Statistical Association, Donald 

McNeil writes that we assume a person’s vocabulary is “fixed and finite, and that the 

author writes a composition by successively drawing words from this collection” (92). 

Indeed, a person’s vocabulary fluctuates as he ages and learns new words while 

unintentionally putting other words into disuse, but the number of words he can choose 

from is finite. When he learns a new word, he adds to his set vocabulary. The way an 

author uses this vocabulary is specific to him. Dendrograms show this tendency even 

when we cut frequent and author-specific words.  

Dendrograms are a way to confirm authorship hypotheses through a person’s 

overall vocabulary. True, the language of two authors will overlap, but if one author 

wrote the words in a particular part of a text, he is more likely to use his own distribution 
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of vocabulary than that of his collaborator. Assuming this postulate is true, we can use 

these digital resources to analyze a text that was supposedly a collaboration to determine 

how the collaboration occurred.  

We have proposed the following breakdown of Henry VIII based on similar 

criteria: 

Act 1 Prologue Fletcher 
Scene 1 Shakespeare 
Scene 2 Shakespeare 
Scene 3 Fletcher 
Scene 4 Fletcher 

Act 2 Scene 1 Shakespeare and Fletcher 
Scene 2 Shakespeare and Fletcher 
Scene 3 Shakespeare 
Scene 4 Shakespeare 

Act 3 Scene 1 Fletcher 
Scene 2 Lines 1-201 Shakespeare 

Lines 201-end Fletcher 
Act 4 Scene 1 Shakespeare and Fletcher 

Scene 2 Shakespeare and Fletcher 
Act 5 Scene 1 Shakespeare 

Scene 2 Fletcher 
Scene 3 Fletcher 
Scene 4 Fletcher 
Epilogue Fletcher 

Figure 11: Shakespeare/Fletcher Scene by Scene Breakdown of Henry VIII 

 

I created separate files of the text we think was by Fletcher, the text we think is by 

Shakespeare and the more debated parts of the text- Act 4, scenes 1 and 2, and Act 2, 

scenes 1 and 2- and ran the files with the same dendrogram as the Two Noble Kinsmen 

separated texts in Figure E.45 The Fletcherian part of Henry VIII connects with a 0.0284 

degree of similarity to the rest of Fletcher’s plays. The Shakespearean part of Henry VIII 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
45 This particular dendrogram (Figure E) was run without the specific Fletcherian 
stopwords but with the names and places stopwords (found in Footnote 42) that were 
used in the previous Dendrogram, Figure D. 
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connects to Coriolanus with a .0221 mark of similarity, and both of these plays are 

nestled within other Shakespearean plays. Acts 2 and 4, scenes 1 and 1, separate from the 

Shakespearean and the Fletcherian clusters. Although this file is located next to 

Fletcher’s Faithful Shepherdess, its position is inconclusive because it are not in any 

specific clade. Faithful Shepherdess’s position in the dendrogram implies that it is not by 

Shakespeare. Every play we know to be by Shakespeare fits neatly into the large clade of 

Shakespearean plays. Fletcher’s plays are generally linked higher on the dendrogram, 

which means that they are slightly less similar than Shakespeare’s plays are to each other. 

I interpret this trend to mean that the dendrogram shows that Faithful Shepherdess is 

more likely Fletcher’s, because word proportions of Fletcher’s plays are more different 

from each other to begin with. 

We used that information to look at these scenes more closely with RWA to 

revise our hypothesis and conclude that Shakespeare and Fletcher worked together on 

these scenes. Because our conclusions are supported by two independent methods, we 

can say with a degree of confidence that Fletcher and Shakespeare worked together on 

both Two Noble Kinsmen and Henry VII, plays whose co-authorship is heavily debated.   

The RWA tool on Lexos lets us look at multiple words at once. The logic behind 

our breakdown of Two Noble Kinsmen becomes clear when we run a RWA of all of the 

words that Fletcher uses more frequently than Shakespeare, demonstrated in the 

following Figures 12a and 12b.46 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
46 We are not saying that Shakespeare never used any of these words; Fletcher just used 
them with a markedly higher frequency. See the chart in Image C to see the word 
percentage comparison for “ye,” “em,” and “yes.”  
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Figure 12a: RWA of Fletcherian words “dare” “ye” “em” “yes” and “has” in Two 

Noble Kinsmen 
 

 

Figure 12b: RWA of Fletcherian words “dare” “ye” “em” “yes” and “has” in 
Two Noble Kinsmen with scene divisions 

The clusters of words in Figure 12a and 12b correspond to sections of Two Noble 

Kinsmen that Fletcher probably had a hand in. “Has”, “yes, “ye,” and “dare” all make a 

significant increase beginning just before word 5,000. In the scrubbed file we used to 

determine this RWA Act 2, scene 2 begins at word 4,755. The section written by Fletcher 

continues until word 9,023. The other portion of the text that Fletcher contributed to is 

from Act 3, scene 2 through the first 300 words of Act 5, scene 1. This corresponds to 
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words 10,383- 18,426 in the text. These two segments account for the two largest peaks 

in the RWA of Two Noble Kinsmen, almost down to the word.  

The third visible peak of an increase in more than two words covers the third 

segment that Fletcher likely wrote: Act 5, scene 2 (words 19,797 through 20,789).  These 

words are present in other sections, but they predominantly appear in the Flecherian 

sections. Indeed, when “’em” appears in scene 2.1, it appears in a scene between the 

lower class jailer, his daughter, and her wooer, and later Arcite and Palamon. It should be 

noted that even in his other plays, Shakespeare uses some of the words that Fletcher 

prefers, but through close analysis we find that Shakespeare uses them more specifically, 

such as when they work the best with the meter and when they are appropriate to the 

social status of the speaker.47 

For instance, when both “has” and “hath” are suited to the situation in the play, 

Fletcher tends to use “has” whereas Shakespeare prefers “hath.” This particular case 

demonstrates each author’s preference. In Fletcher’s A Maid’s Tragedy, the character 

Amint proclaims “He has dishonor’d thee.” Shakespeare’s Slylock from A Merchant of 

Venice uses the same syntax with a modified helping verb: “He hath disgraced me.” 

(3.1.54) Both sentences have “he” as the subject, a verb with similar negative 

connotations, and a singular pronoun as the direct object. The only difference is in the 

author’s choice in auxiliary verb.  

If we generate a RWA of Two Noble Kinsmen with Shakespeare’s preferred 

words, the general peaks and troughs of the graph are reversed:  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
47 When an author, especially a poet, works well with the meter, he is matching his 
content to his form. For instance, a poem otherwise in iambic pentameter might skip a 
beat if the character speaking is suddenly angry.  
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Figure 13a: RWA of Shakespearean words “hast” “hath” “ay” and “them” in Two 

Noble Kinsmen 
 

 

Figure 13b: RWA of Shakespearean words “hast” “hath” “ay’ and “them” in 
Two Noble Kinsmen with scene divisions 

 
For this Rolling Window, I have chosen words for which Shakespeare has a 

marked propensity. He uses all of these words more frequently than Fletcher does, and 

from this graph we see a visual confirmation of the word-frequency based division of 

Two Noble Kinsmen. Our breakdown gives Shakespeare Act 1, scene 1 through to the end 

of Act 2, scene 1. In our scrubbed Two Noble Kinsmen file, these scenes are from words 

262-4755. We have also attributed Act 3, scenes 1 and 2 to Shakespeare. This section 
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runs from words 9023 to 10383. The next part that we have attributed to Shakespeare is 

Act 5, scene 1, lines 33-end and Act 5, scene 2. The word count in the Two Noble 

Kinsmen file runs from 18,426 to 19,797. Although there are sections of the text where 

these words are used and not attributed to Shakespeare, all of the areas of the RWA 

where three or more of these words are used concurrently fall under the category of 

words we think Shakespeare put on the page. It is worth noting that these Shakespearean 

words increase where the Fletcherian words decrease.  

There are several scenes that, for various reasons, are not as well explained by this 

method. To find a solution, we turn once more to dendrograms. In Two Noble Kinsmen 

the jailer’s daughter monologues are subject to the authorship debate. I have attributed 

the monologue in Act 3, scene 2 to Shakespeare because of the similarities it bears to 

other Shakespearean monologues. See Figure F for the resulting dendrogram. The other 

monologues fit Fletcher’s tendencies nicely. In Figure F, we see a dendrogram of the 

jailer’s daughter monologues run with a concatenated file of all of Miranda’s lines in The 

Tempest. Miranda is an apt comparison for the jailer’s daughter because in addition to 

being a character that Shakespeare wrote around the same time as he wrote for the jailer’s 

daughter, she is a young female figure who is heavily reliant on her father with an 

important romantic plotline in her respective play. Act 3, scene 2 bears a 0.0717 

similarity to all of Miranda’s lines in The Tempest. It is thus more likely that Shakespeare 

wrote these two similar characters, while Fletcher wrote the other lines for the jailer’s 

daughter. 

Figure G demonstrates that running a bigram of the same monologues achieves 

the same result. Miranda’s lines are the most similar to jailer’s daughter monologue 3.2 
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and the others are similar enough that they do not separate entirely (indeed; the subject 

matter is the same) but they are not as closely linked.  

Bigrams (two grams) work more specifically than single token dendrograms to 

confirm a specific author. Authors will, either consciously or unconsciously, tend towards 

specific sound patterns for a particular purpose. For instance, if we refer to Figure C we 

see that Fletcher uses the phrase “let ‘em” a total of ten times in the five-play sample we 

searched. In the same sample, he uses the comparable “let them” a total of seven times, or 

41% of the time. In all of Shakespeare’s solo plays he never uses the phrase “let ‘em” 

while “let them” appears 121 times, 100% of the time. Shakespeare will always choose 

“let them” over “let ‘em,” perhaps because prefers the complete sound of “let” and 

“them” together. Fletcher does not have the same discretion. Maybe Fletcher had less 

formal writing training than Shakespeare, or maybe his idiolect led him to occasionally 

drop the “th” sound at the beginning of “them.” Whatever the reason, the result is clear: 

the word “’em” appears more in Fletcher’s writing than in Shakespeare’s because 

Fletcher is more likely to use “’em” in specific phrases. Bigrams factor in these 

tendencies of word pairings because they sort texts based on the similarity of two-word 

combinations instead of one-word. Figure H shows a bigram (a 2-gram) of the five 

Fletcherian plays, thirty-seven Shakespeare plays, and our texts of Henry VIII and Two 

Noble Kinsmen divided. 

Our proposed division of Henry VIII was established with a similar approach. The 

following Figure 14 is the RWA of Fletcherian words in the entire text of Henry VIII over 

a window of 500 words. Note that the increase in Fletcherian words correlates to 1.3 and 

1.4, words 3,829-5,320. This cluster continues into 2.1 and 2.2, up to word 7,939. We 
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have also attributed 3.1 and to Fletcher, which runs in this text from word 10,722 to word 

12,237. We have divided 3.2 between Shakespeare and Fletcher, giving Fletcher the 

second half from word 14000 to 16,037. We have tentatively attributed 4.1 and 4.2, a 

section that runs from 16,037 to 18,620, to both Fletcher and Shakespeare. We have also 

attributed from 5.2 through to the end of the play to Fletcher, from words 20,095 to 

23,478.       

 

Figure 14: RWA of “dare” “em” “ye” and “yes” in Henry VIII with window of 500 
words 

 

For a closer look at the behavior of the parts we attributed to Fletcher, I ran a 

RWA of a concatenated file containing only the parts of Henry VIII we attributed to 

Fletcher, as in Figure 15 below. 
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Figure 15: “Ye” in Fletcherian Henry VIII with window of 500 words 
 

The chart of “ye” in Henry VIII over the text that we have attributed to 

Shakespeare also yields the expected result, the graph that matches the trend of “ye” in 

the rest of Shakespeare’s work. 

  
Figure 16: “Ye” in Shakespearean Henry VIII over 500 word window 

 

I separated 2.1, 2.2, 4.1, and 4.2 and ran a “ye” count over the same size window 

to examine them more closely. Determining their authorship was less conclusive with the 

initial RWA and I wanted to see if a close-up of these scenes would reveal anything.  
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Figure 17: RWA of  “ye” over Henry VIII 2.1 and 2.2 window of 500 words 

 
 

 
Figure 18: RWA of “ye” over Henry VIII 4.1 and 4.2 window of 500 words 

 

If we consider the scale of Figures 17 and 18, we see that the maximum frequency 

of “ye” is at 0.008 percent over 500 words. This average matches the Fletcherian use of 

“ye” in Henry VIII, as seen by Figure 15. These graphs are consistent and both show 

relatively infrequent uses of “ye”. Because they have such a low level of “ye” frequency, 

however, I do not think the graphs suggest that Fletcher wrote these on his own. Indeed, 

if we look at the text of Act 2, scene 1, the instances of “ye” are not found in the context 

of normal speech. In Henry VIII Buckingham laments his innocence in the following 

terms: 
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Heaven has an end in all: yet, you that hear me, 

This from a dying man receive as certain: 

Where you are liberal of your loves and counsels 

Be sure you be not loose; for those you make friends 

And give your hearts to, when they once perceive 

The least rub in your fortunes, fall away 

Like water from ye, never found again 

But where they mean to sink ye. All good people, 

Pray for me! I must now forsake ye: the last hour 

Of my long weary life is come upon me. (2.1.124-133) 

 

Buckingham does not use “ye” in his everyday dialect. He uses “ye” in a 

proclamation where he addresses people formally for the last time, opening this section 

with “This from a dying man receive as certain” and then goes to offer advice, using “ye” 

poetically to emphasize his tragedy. Immediately following this speech he is taken away 

to be executed. The use of “ye” in this section is isolated and specific enough that it is not 

necessarily Fletcherian; certainly, “ye” is used infrequently enough that we might jump to 

the conclusion that Fletcher did not have a hand in this section. However, Figure 19, the 

RWA of more of the words Fletcher prefers may tell us otherwise: 
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Figure 19: RWA of Fletcherian words in Henry VIII, Act 2 Scenes 1 and 2 

 

This RWA uses Lexos’s zooming tool to focus in on Act 2, scenes 1 and 2, which 

runs from words 5,320 to 7,929. This portion shows the overlap of multiple words that 

Fletcher prefers. Act 4, scenes 1 and 2 behave similarly when we run a RWA with the 

same criteria. Most Fletcherian words do not average a frequency greater than 0.005, but 

they are still prevalent in this part of the text. From this data and from the dendrogram to 

be explained in the following paragraph, I conjecture that Shakespeare and Fletcher 

worked together on both of these sections. These acts and scenes demonstrate how Lexos 

can show us inconsistencies with how collaboration took place. If a specific portion of 

text contains words that both authors use proportionally more than other authors, 48 it is 

possible that both people wrote this section in close, synchronic collaboration. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
48 That is, “ye” appears but is used in a style specific to Shakespeare. Other words that 
Shakespeare does not use frequently appear throughout the text. Based on the standard 
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The dendrogram in Figure E shows how these four scenes behave when we 

concatenate them and run them with Shakespeare’s corpus and a sample of Fletcher’s 

work. Although dendrograms can be less reliable when we use texts or segments with 

significantly different word counts, the length of this segment is comparable to the other 

texts. The concatenated file of 2.1, 2.2, 4.1, and 4.2 separates out into its own clade and is 

not linked to any other text. Fletcher’s The Faithful Shepherdess behaves similarly; even 

this play is slightly closer to the Shakespearean corpus at a 0.0319 similarity compared to 

the 0.0321 similarity of Acts 2 and 4, scenes 1 and 2 of Henry VIII. I do not think the 

behavior of Acts 2 and 4, scenes 1 and 2 in the dendrogram indicates that a specific 

person wrote these scenes. Even though they behave similarly to The Faithful 

Shepherdess, the two segments of text are not linked; they are on separate clades and 

appear in comparison to the cluster of Shakespeare’s work and the cluster of Fletcher’s 

work, not in comparison to each other. I think that because these scenes behave 

differently than the majority of the texts, they may have been written in a different 

manner than the rest of the play.  

Act 3, scene 2 is also an irregularity that appears in the breakdown of Henry VIII. 

Act 3, scene 2 divides into two separate pieces from a theatrical perspective; the scene 

builds with the King’s discontent with Wolsey and the drama is heightened until the 

King’s exit. Once the King leaves, Wolsey is left with the letter that he claims has 

“undone me” (3.2.210) and he is forced to accept the consequences. Most scholars have 

attributed the first half of the scene to Shakespeare, and our Lexos data supports this 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
we have developed with Lexos, the text has both Shakespearean and Fletcherian qualities. 
Some words appear with a regularity that we would expect from Shakespeare, but they 
are accompanied with words that Fletcher prefers.  
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attribution. Act 3, scene 2 through line 201, which begins with word 12,237 and ends 

with word 13,873 in the RWA of Henry VIII, lacks most of the words that Fletcher 

prefers. Figure 20 is a zoomed-in version of the Fletcherian RWA over the whole text of 

Henry VIII. The visible part of the text is highlighted in dark gray on the strip of the 

entire text below the chart.  

 
Figure 20: RWA of Fletcherian words in Henry VIII, Act 3, Scene 2 

 
 

The likely change in authorship at line 201 is seen in the word variation on this 

graph. As with the rest of our data, we cannot base a conclusion entirely on the 

appearance of a single word preferred by one author. Both authors occasionally use 

words that the other uses more frequently. The significance of the second half of Act 3, 

scene 2 is that multiple words preferred by Fletcher start to appear simultaneously. The 

subject matter of the scene shifts here, too, which could indicate a logical place for 

Shakespeare to pass off the script to Fletcher and let him finish the scene.49 Our 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
49 A logical counterargument here is that the vocabulary in the scene might change 
because the subject matter changes. Maybe the playwright decided to give the character a 
different vocabulary after the he receives life-altering information, as Wolsey does in 3.2. 
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interpretation of this RWA is supported when we separate Act 3, scene 2 into 

Shakespearean and Fletcherian halves and put these pieces of text into the files of each 

author’s writing.  

The Act 3, scene 2 separation is included in the Henry VIII input for the 

dendrograms in Figure E. Even when we remove words that affect our interpretation of 

the RWA, dendrograms separate the texts by hypothesized author. Dendrograms are 

created from a play’s entire vocabulary, not focusing on specific words. Clearly, each 

author has stylistic tendencies beyond word preference, and some of these tendencies are 

visible in the geometry of the dendrogram.50 

Lexomic methods are valuable because they give us tools to develop insight, not 

because they give us definite answers. Fletcher’s preference for the word “ye” is evident 

when we search the word over a sample of his plays, but we cannot state outright that 

Shakespeare never used “ye” in his writing. We use Lexos to find irregularities in the text 

by a given author, but we need to go to the literary level of words on the page in order to 

determine if the word is being used in a particular way. Theatrical factors that can 

influence an author’s word choice include character type, social class, scene location, line 

context, and character relationships. The Lexos software cannot tell us any of these things 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
My rebuttal is that the difference at line 201 is a tone shift rather than an actual scene 
change; characters may have different moods but the actual characters remain the same 
throughout the scene. Renaissance playwrights used vocabulary shifts to indicate dialects 
of different characters, not to reflect personal development of the same character (Blank 
3). 

 
50 As briefly mentioned, the stylistic tendencies that 2-grams dendrograms can detect 
include alliteration (because they show how often an author places two words together), 
and sentence structure (because they can show how often an author pairs a particular 
noun and verb, adjective and noun, or any combination of parts of speech).  
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specifically, but it can show us where to look to figure out if one of these factors is at 

play. 

Lexomic graphs are appealing visual representations of word prevalence and text 

similarity. Both of these factors can indicate an author’s style, so both are useful when we 

examine plays of joint authorship. Computer software is a decidedly modern way to study 

a written collaboration, but the images produced by the software help us support 

hypotheses about collaborations that took place hundreds of years ago. We can combine 

technological and literary techniques to gain a more thorough understanding of how texts 

were written and how an author’s style comes through in his work. Graphs help us 

visually understand how an author changes over the course of a text. Lexomic methods 

are clear ways to show drastic but consistent variations in an author’s style, especially in 

a play with already disputed authorship. Perhaps these variations can indicate how two 

authors developed a play together. In the case of Shakespeare and Fletcher, when 

collaboration makes sense historically, the Lexos software can help us help us specify 

what we mean by “collaboration.”  
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4 c.) CONTROL: MIDDLE SCHOOL WRITING 
SAMPLE 

 

Explanation of Methods 

Although my data suggests very strongly that Shakespeare and Fletcher 

collaborated, I will never know for certain how they worked together. We cannot tell 

whether they were writing together in the same room, if one was writing and the other 

was offering input, if they decided who was writing which parts and then wrote them 

separately, or if something entirely different occurred. Based on my Lexomics data, I 

hypothesize that Shakespeare and Fletcher planned the plays together in a close setting, 

and wrote most parts of Henry VIII and Two Noble Kinsmen separately. From this version 

they created two cohesive plays. There are several places in Henry VIII (Acts 2 and 4, 

scenes 1 and 2) where the Lexos results are not as clear-cut as the rest of the data; thus I 

propose that these sections of the play are where Shakespeare and Fletcher wrote together 

in a close collaboration. By ‘close collaboration’ I mean that they were actively working 

together on the same section when they wrote down the words for those scenes. 

In order to test how Lexos behaves with different kinds of collaborations and to 

support my hypotheses about Henry VIII and Two Noble Kinsmen, I decided to perform 

similar experiments on texts where I know the exact dynamics of the collaboration. In 

middle school, my friend Elise Uberti and I co-wrote stories by hand in composition 

notebooks. 51 I would write one page and would pass the notebook to her. She would 

write the next page and would pass the notebook back to me. We wrote from 2005 to 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
51 Elise is currently pursuing a Bachelor of Science degree in Physics in the Honors 
Program at Boston College. She has given me permission to use her writing in this study.  
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2007 and the result of our storytelling fills three notebooks. We wrote four complete 

stories that vary in subject matter, and we were not intentionally trying to create a single 

voice for each of the stories. The stories all have specific cultural settings, so the most 

intentional writing choice we made was to have the characters speak with language 

specific to their time period.  The plots were not developed beforehand; they evolved as 

the stories were written. We did not write with any thought of personalized writing style 

and all stories were written in the first person for a single character in each story.  

The methods that I used to test these texts were similar to those I used for Two 

Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII. I typed up all of the stories and created different 

documents to separate my sections and Elise’s sections of each story. I used Lexos to 

create a CSV file of the documents to see our individual word counts separated by author. 

I identified the words with the largest discrepancies in the number of times I used them 

versus the number of times Elise used them. In order to calculate this value, I looked at 

two separate CSV files: the file that shows the percentage each word is used in the 

separate documents, and the file that shows the raw count of the number of each word in 

the separate documents. I then ran Rolling Window Analysis with the words for which I 

found the biggest discrepancies with to see what the graphs looked like. I found striking 

similarities in the RWA graphs produced by searching author-specific words in Elise’s 

and my writing to searching author-specific words in Shakespeare’s and Fletcher’s 

writing. 

I also tried to run dendrograms with the texts but did not have as much success. 

These results confirmed limitations that I mentioned in the previous chapter, especially 

limitations of text length and individual stories. Even though I ran the dendrograms with 
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texts separated by author, the dendrogram would sort the texts based on the story and not 

by the author.  When I ran a bigram, searching for patterns in progressions of two words 

and not in single words, the texts from our stories were sorted by length. The texts 

separated in accordance with how long the files were.52  

The biggest challenge with this particular study is that Elise and I have very 

different sized handwriting; therefore even though we wrote an equal number of pages, 

the text documents of what Elise wrote and what I wrote are not the same length for each 

story. My handwriting is significantly smaller than Elise’s (Figure I), thus I wrote more 

text on one page of a composition notebook. Therefore the proportional word counts are a 

more accurate reflection of the distribution of words in each text. Our stories are also 

increasingly longer. Although I tried cutting the texts into equal sized chunks to run in 

dendrograms, there is no way to do that and still have texts long enough to use to test 

authorship.  

Despite the shortcomings of these methods of testing, I did find several results 

that support the conclusions I made about the authorship division of Two Noble Kinsmen 

and Henry VIII.    

The following table shows the word count for each story and the breakdown of 

Elise’s and my writing (Figure 21): 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
52 This result does not invalidate the dendrograms we found for the Shakespearean and 
Fletcherian texts. Those dendrograms are run with texts that are up to 30,557 words (in 
the case of Hamlet) and are therefore larger samples. I have observed that dendrograms 
have greater sorting accuracy when they are used with larger text files.   
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  Reflection Titanic Banditos British part 1 
Number of Words in Elise's Half 3088 3428 4287 4526 
Number of Words in Elizabeth's Half  4784 5096 6012 5837 
Number of Words Total 7872 8524 10299 10363 
Figure 21: Table of Overall Word Counts in Middle School Story Text Documents 

 

Explanation of Results 

When I examined the CSV files of Elise’s and my text, the most significant word 

discrepancy I found was with the word “said.” In every instance, Elise would use the 

word “said” significantly more than I would. Despite her smaller sample of text, she uses 

“said” 29 times to my 3 times per story. This discrepancy shows up in Rolling Window, 

just as it did when I searched words in Rolling Window that I found with similar 

differences in Shakespeare and Fletcher’s writing.  

Although when we wrote the stories our word usage was unintentional, in 

retrospect I realize that there was a reason I used the word ‘said’ so rarely. In elementary 

school we did a ‘Word Graveyard’ exercise where we were given a word to put on a 

gravestone and had to come up with other words that we could use instead of our given 

word. I was in the group that had to come up with words to replace ‘said’ and I 

specifically remember coming up with over forty words that are more specific than ‘said.’ 

This exercise from the fourth grade influenced how I wrote in middle school. Here is a 

specific childhood experience that shaped how I write and the vocabulary that I tend to 

write with. 

I ran a Rolling Window Analysis of what Elise wrote from the first half of our 

British story. In the Rolling Window of “said” in a window of 500 words, the graph 

appears in a jagged line with a range up to 0.014 percent (Figure 22).  
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Figure 22: RWA of Average number of ‘said’s in a window of 500 words in Elise’s 
half of British Story part 1 

 

In the half of text I wrote for the same story, the RWA no longer has a jagged 

appearance and the RWA graph averages about 0.0020 (Figure 23). 

 

 

Figure 23: RWA of Average number of “said”s in a window of 500 words in 
Elizabeth’s half of British Story part 1 

 
 
The CSV file also showed similar trends with other words that we used 

differently. As mentioned previously, Elise always spelled out the word “okay,” whereas 
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I usually abbreviated the same word to “ok”. This stylistic difference in spelling is 

comparable to Shakespeare’s tendency to use “them” where Fletcher will use “’em.”  

I was a part of this collaboration and know exactly how it occurred, with the two 

of us working in a close, synchronic setting with a separation of who wrote words on the 

page. I cannot know exactly how Shakespeare and Fletcher worked together, but Elise’s 

and my stories are examples of a controlled setting of collaboration. In this control 

scenario where the contributors was unaware that their writing would be one day be 

examined linguistically, each author exhibited specific syntactical tics and used the same 

words with varying frequencies and forms. If I had the resources I would type more 

stories that Elise and I wrote on our own to see if these traits are consistent. Nevertheless, 

because our language idiosyncrasies are consistent by author over four stories, they are 

still likely indicative of who wrote which sections. Because specific authorship traits are 

evident in our control setting, this test supports my hypothesis that authors will maintain 

a distinctive style even when working with others.   

The methods that I used on this have similar results to the methods I used with 

Shakespeare and Fletcher’s co-authored plays; thus I have more faith in my hypothesis 

that Shakespeare and Fletcher wrote scenes on their own, even if they came up with the 

overall play together. From my Lexomic work, I have produced several independent 

results that confirm my hypotheses and support previous research done on collaboration. 

This concludes my Lexomics chapter, and my next chapter will contain an explanation of 

previous studies that have been done on Shakespeare/Fletcher collaborations, both pre-

digital and digital in order to put my work in a larger scholarly context.  
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5. COLLABORATION STUDIES 
 

“In authorship studies it is essential to bring together as many different methods as 
possible. If they all point in the same direction, that can establish with high probability 

the presence, and sometimes even the identity, of a co-author. If the tests do not confirm 
each other, a scholar must revise is hypothesis or produce a convincing explanation for 

the discordance.” 
-Brian Vickers Shakespeare Co- Author (117) 

 

 

Why Study Collaboration? 

Methods and conclusions of authorship studies have varied, but the goal of 

scholars has been the same: they have been searching for truth. As time passes, it is 

harder to trust original sources and people claiming that Shakespeare existed, so we begin 

to doubt his skill. His prolific writing was too much- too great for a single man to have 

done on his own. There have been an abundance of past attribution studies that try to 

separate the Bard from his contemporaries; indeed, there must have been something 

about Shakespeare’s writing that others lacked if Shakespeare’s work is still popular and 

relevant while other Renaissance playwrights’ work is largely unknown to modern 

audiences.  

An underlying motivation for why people study collaboration is that they want to 

understand what we consider genius. If something was successful in the Renaissance and 

remains popular today, perhaps the author had something in his work that we can use to 

work towards greatness of our own. Maybe we can use traits of a successful author to 

learn how to reproduce the human condition onstage. If the author’s success was due to 

circumstance and luck, his work may be popular because he built a lasting reputation for 

himself during his lifetime. We attempt to figure out why an author was successful so that 
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we can advise future authors and decide whether the original author deserves the praise 

he has received. If he worked with other people, we might change our view of “author” as 

being a man of singular greatness.  

As Shakespeare wrote in Sonnet 18, “So long as men breathe or eyes can see,/ So 

long lives this and this gives life to thee.” These lines conclude a sonnet to someone he 

admires. Although the subject of the sonnet is mortal, the speaker of Sonnet 18 proclaims 

that his beauty will be preserved through the sonnet because “this gives life to thee” as 

long as there are people to read the poem. The speaker never declares outright that he will 

be the one to give life through his sonnet; indeed, the only instance of first person writing 

in the poem is the “Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day?” of the first line. Because he 

does not stress his own role in the creation of the sonnet, he suggests that the author of 

the poem matters little to its life. The poem will continue regardless of who wrote it 

because of its strength and the subject’s beauty. We assume a work can stand on its own, 

and we assume singular authorship unless told otherwise.  

 

A Background of Collaboration Studies 

Collaboration has been studied in many contexts from a multitude of perspectives. 

Shakespeare’s role as a playwright has been investigated since Two Noble Kinsmen and 

Henry VIII were published in the 1600s. I will not attempt to list them all of these studies 

individually, but I will summarize relevant authorship studies in the history of the two 

plays. In this chapter I present a variety of methods presented chronologically, with a 

focus on what the method is, who developed it, and how they support their claims. By 

explaining authorship attribution methods of previous scholars, I hope to demonstrate 
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how my work with Lexos both builds on and departs from word analysis, textual 

representation, and close reading that began centuries ago. 

Studying the linguistic breakdown of a text helps us fill in the frame that an 

author is using. In A Second Opinion on Shakespeare Authorship Studies, Vickers 

contends that “The real value of studying the common words rests on the fact that they 

constitute the underlying fabric of the text, a barely visible web that gives shape to 

whatever is being said” (Vickers 375). Indeed, “common words” have been studied from 

different perspectives since authorship became a question. Early scholars looked at 

similarities through hand computations and close study. Before the digital age, people 

examined collaborative work by its qualitative features. If a text had noticeable 

qualitative inconsistencies, such as drastic changes in theme or various representations of 

the same thing, these differences could be argued in favor of collaboration.  Some pre-

digital scholars went past the poetic framework to individual lines of text. They counted 

words, syllables, and phrases by hand in order to find stylistic tendencies of one writer 

and compare those to tendencies of other authors. New methods were developed when 

computers were introduced. Now we are able to generate instantaneous information about 

a piece of text.  

Even programs as accessible as Microsoft Word have the capability to search for 

specific words, standardize texts by replacing words, and give a word count of a given 

piece of text. Dendrograms are another digital way to analyze writing. They compare 

texts by similarity in the overall body of words, combinations of words, or characters. 

Computers have given us an effective way to look at consistent word usage and 

differences in word frequency. Lexos is a tool to build off of the work of centuries of 
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scholars who have looked at collaboration. With Lexos, we are able to represent data in a 

way that complements and enhances past research.  

 

Pre-Digital Two Noble Kinsmen Collaboration Studies 

As previously mentioned, Two Noble Kinsmen was first published with an 

attribution to Fletcher and Shakespeare on the Stationer’s Registry record of 1634 

(Bevington A21). The dual attribution of Two Noble Kinsmen has been challenged in a 

variety of ways based on authorship style and researcher bias.  

Because Two Noble Kinsmen is credited to Shakespeare and Fletcher, authorship 

debates concern the author of specific parts and the roles of specific playwrights. During 

his lifetime, Shakespeare’s name was attached to plays that he did not write in order to 

make them sell; however, with Two Noble Kinsmen the dual-attribution title page and the 

credible publisher support that Shakespeare was one of the authors (Proudfoot xv).  Their 

dual authorship that began with Waterson’s 1634 title page remained intact when the play 

was published by Gerard Langbane in 1691 (Fletcher 70). 53  Critics have used 

similarities between Henry VIII and Two Noble Kinsmen to justify that the same two 

writers worked on both plays (Bertram 8).54 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
53 The original title page of Two Noble Kinsmen is reprinted in Figure J. 
 
54 According to a 1653 entry in the Stationer’s Registry, a third play by Shakespeare and 
Fletcher was performed in 1613: Carendino. In “This Orphan Play:” Carendino and The 
Construction of the Author, Richard Meek and Jane Rickard speculate generally about 
clues to the authorship of Two Noble Kinsmen. Their specific study is inspired by Patrick 
Cheney, who purports that Shakespeare uses his plays to create a “historic dialogue about 
the meaning of author” (273). Meek and Rickard they look at specific phrases instead of 
at the entire body of the play, but they use textual clues in Two Noble Kinsmen to make 
conjectures about its authorship. They point out that the prologue of Two Noble Kinsmen 
makes reference to a single “wrighter,” when the prologue claims the play is “the witless 
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Some of the earliest arguments in favor of Fletcher’s hand in Two Noble Kinsmen 

come from thematic and qualitative elements of the play. In 1780, George Steevens 

proposed that Fletcher wrote Two Noble Kinsmen by himself in an attempt to imitate 

Shakespeare. Steevens outlined many similarities between Two Noble Kinsmen and 

Shakespearean plays, including examples of Fletcher attempting to imitate Shakespeare’s 

style (Bertram 3). His theory did not stick, although different scholars did start to 

compare different authors’ work to the specific text in Two Noble Kinsmen to determine 

authorship. 

One notable critic who advocated dual authorship of Two Noble Kinsmen was 

Scottish Spalding in 1833 (Tucker xlii). Spalding wrote a Letter on Shakespeare’s 

Authorship of The Two Noble Kinsmen in order to give his strong opinion that the play 

was written by Shakespeare and Fletcher. In his method he outlines stylistic traits of 

Shakespeare and Fletcher and divides the text based on how well they match his 

characterizations. According to Spalding, Shakespeare is good at wordplay, metaphor, 

wit, and specificity; whereas Fletcher is skilled at none of these things (Frey 196). He 

believes that the sub-plot of Two Noble Kinsmen is Fletcher’s because of its “inferiority 

in the execution” (Spalding 60).  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
chaff of such a wrighter/ That blasts my hayes and my famed works makes lighter/ then 
Robin Hood” (278). “Wrighter” is a word that appears elsewhere in Fletcher’s work; and 
because Fletcher was no stranger to collaborative writing, Meek and Richard suggest that 
Fletcher wrote at least the prologue to Two Noble Kinsmen.  
 
Jeffrey Masten uses the same part of the prologue to argue the collaborative nature of 
authorship. Masten argues that the singlular “wrighter” is not indicative of a single writer 
of Two Noble Kinsmen.  Because “collaboration as practice… does not necessarily result 
in collaboration as theme,” the presence of the word “wrighter” is likely referring to 
Chaucer, the writer who inspired Two Noble Kinsmen (Textual Intercourse 58). Thus 
“wrighter” is not literally referring to the author of the play, and a play with dual authors 
can make reference to a single preceding source. 
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In 1854 Charles Lamb notes of Fletcher’s style that he “lays line upon line, 

making up one after another, adding image to image so deliberately that we see where 

they join. Shakespeare mingles everything, embarrasses sentences and metaphors; before 

one has burst its shell, another is hatched and clamors for this disclosure” (Lamb 30). 

Lamb makes this comment in reference to Fletcher’s play Thierry and Thierodet, but this 

difference in authorship style has been used to study Shakespearean and Fletcherian parts 

of co-authored plays in books such as R. A. Law’s “The Double Authorship of Henry 

VIII.” Lamb points to a part of Two Noble Kinsmen that “bears indubitable marks of 

Fletcher” and other sections that “give strong countenance to the tradition that 

Shakespeare had a hand in the play,” primarily relying on comparisons to other writing 

by Shakespeare and Fletcher in his study (Lamb 72).  

Many critics argued against Shakespeare’s influence on the non-Fletcherian parts 

of Two Noble Kinsmen in favor of his contemporary Massinger. In his book on 

Shakespeare Apocrypha, Tucker references an 1876 letter written by Shelley, a German 

critic, that made the following statement: 

 

“’I have been reading the ‘Noble Kinsmen’, in which, with the exception 

of the lovely scene, to which you added so much grace in reading to me, I 

have been disappointed. The Jailor’s Daughter is a poor imitation and 

deformed. The whole story wants moral discrimination and modesty. I do 

not believe Shakespeare wrote a word of it.’”  (Tucker xlii) 
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Based on literary technique, Tucker argues that Massinger is Fletcher’s most 

likely collaborator other than Shakespeare on Two Noble Kinsmen, because Massinger’s 

usual meter and structure match that of Littledale’s established non-Fletcherian part of 

the play. However, Tucker is skeptical because of “the magnificent poetry of the un-

Fletcherian part, with which hardly anything in Massinger’s accepted work can compare” 

(Tucker xlv). From reading this early criticism of the authorship of Two Noble Kinsmen, I 

have seen that scholars use their own taste and opinions to influence their claims of 

particular authorship. If the critic considered something “magnificent poetry,” then it was 

likely Shakespeare’s. If any lines were less masterfully crafted, they were probably 

Fletcher’s.  

The early 1900s also brought the work of A. H. Thorndike, who published a book 

on The Influence of Beaumont and Fletcher on Shakespere. Thorndike’s book contains 

many tables with various comparisons of specific words; he spends pages calculating 

ratios of words such as “em” and “them” in various parts of Two Noble Kinsmen. He uses 

his evidence to argue in favor of a “direct collaboration” in which Shakespeare and 

Fletcher worked together on the play (37). The previous view held by Littledale and other 

scholars tended towards the view that Shakespeare wrote part of a play that Fletcher 

finished (Frey 199). His method was progressive because he was looking at word 

calculations for specific sections of the text in order to determine authorship; however, 

the resources in the early 1901 meant that he was limited to counting words and 

compiling tables by hand.  

A compilation of The Shakespeare Apocrypha from 1908 states that scholars in 

the early 1900s generally accepted that two authors wrote Two Noble Kinsmen and that 
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the majority of the play was written by Fletcher55 (Tucker xli). Littledale separated the 

text with a special focus on double endings and run-on lines, attributing the sections with 

more of both to Fletcher.56 He presumably reached these tallies by hand, and he includes 

the following table in his study (Tucker xli): 

 

Two Noble 
Kinsmen 

Double Endings Run-on lines 

Part by Fletcher 1 to 3.49 1 to 1.78 
Part not by Fletcher 1 to 1.89 1 to 4.06 

Figure 24: Tally from Littledale’s Divison of Two Noble Kinsmen  

 

Tucker’s book on Shakespeare Apocrypha uses Littledale’s breakdown as the 

correct separation of Two Noble Kinsmen and argues that because the non-Fletcherian 

sections have strong similarities to The Winter’s Tale and The Tempest, they were by 

Shakespeare.57  

In 1922, Karl Ege studies the imagery, rhetorical repetition, alliteration, and 

antithesis in Two Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII (Vickers 351). He looks for places that 

the poetic prowess matches what he finds indicative of either Shakespeare or Fletcher. 

Ege has the same bias, however, towards the belief that Shakespeare would have let 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
55 Tucker also mentions that Fletcher wrote the weaker parts of Two Noble Kinsmen.  
 
56 Double endings occur in rhyming couplets when the final two syllables of each couplet 
rhyme instead of just the final syllable.  
 
57 Tucker also contends that the non-Fletcherian section of Two Noble Kinsmen “almost 
coincides with that of the un-Fletcherian part of Henry VIII” (Tucker xlii).  
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Fletcher write great speeches in any collaborative work.58 Ege is a critic that looks for 

Fletcher’s “passion for parallelism” in order to determine writing. He is one of many pre-

digital researchers who examines texts on a poetic level and uses his research to support 

that both Shakespeare and Fletcher wrote the play.  

In 1965, Paul Bertram argues that Shakespeare wrote all of Two Noble Kinsmen 

on his own. His logic is outlined in Shakespeare and The Two Noble Kinsmen, his widely 

contested companion to the play (9). In order to prove his theory he questions the 

previously unchallenged idea that Fletcher was an author of the play. He claims that 

previous studies have been based on faulty sources, and too many scholars have claimed 

that Fletcher is imitating Shakespeare instead of suggesting that Shakespeare wrote these 

supposedly Fletcherian sections (Fray 203). Bertram also insists that the “wrighter” 

mentioned in the prologue does refer to a single author. According to Bertram, if the 

playwright so willingly gives credit to Chaucer in the prologue, then why would he “so 

ungenerously …refer to himself, in the singular, as the ‘writer’” (259)?59  

Bertram’s theory was rejected in a review by Cyrus Hoy in 1969. Hoy created his 

own division of Two Noble Kinsmen in 1963 and focuses his division on the verb 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
58 There are places in a play where there is more dramatic potential for better monologues 
than other places. I do not, however, think that someone knows a speech is going to be 
great until it is written and critically received. Unless Shakespeare did not let Fletcher 
write any speeches, it is unlikely that Shakespeare intentionally shut Fletcher out of the 
playwriting process.  

 
59 A 1989 book by Fray attests that Bertram is good at laying out flaws in previous 
scholars’ work; however, in his own writing he “consistently undervalues theories of 
collaboration and his failure to adequately confront this possibility seems the book’s 
major flaw” (Fray 203). I agree wholeheartedly. Bertram writes so favorably of 
Shakespeare that he dismisses the 1634 title page too quickly and makes attributions to 
Shakespeare where the argument for Fletcher is perhaps just as strong.  
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phrasing in Two Noble Kinsmen (83). Hoy has an elaborate breakdown of words in Two 

Noble Kinsmen divided by act and scene and notes that “hath” is distinctively 

Shakespearean and “ye” is not, because it appears no more than eight times in a given 

solo Shakespeare play. Thus Hoy’s results are similar to the results reached in our 

Lexomics research because his work was essentially a precursor to CSV word matrixes 

that can be produced with Lexos. 

 

Pre-Digital Henry VIII Collaboration Studies 

Before computers, Henry VIII was studied similarly to Two Noble Kinsmen. The 

largest difference in these studies is that Henry VIII was originally considered 

Shakespeare’s. Henry VIII was included in the 1623 First Folio of Shakespeare’s work 

and in succeeding editions of Shakespeare plays with no mention of Fletcher (Bevington 

919). In 1758, Richard Roderick published a commentary on Shakespeare authorship that 

noticed that Henry VIII was different from other Shakespearean plays, but he did not 

directly question Shakespeare’s authorship. Later scholars used his focus on Henry VIII’s 

unstressed endings and tone as an argument for Fletcher’s presence in the play (Young 

xii). 

The first real argument against Shakespeare’s sole authorship of Henry VIII was 

in 1850. James Spedding noticed Fletcher’s style in parts of Henry VIII and started to 

challenge the authority of the text (Felperin 22). Spedding suggests that Massinger wrote 

parts of Henry VIII and Samuel Hickson later supported Spedding’s hypothesis (Young 

xv). Spedding bases his hypothesis on the presence of eleven-syllable lines and other 

linguistic similarities to Fletcher’s work (Bertram 132). He credited the idea to Alfred 
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Lord Tennyson (Young xv), who did not publically share his opinion about Henry VIII’s 

co-authorship until he published his autobiography in 1883 (Bertram 136). Spedding 

observed that Shakespeare was the author to introduce characters and circumstances, and 

Fletcher filled in gaps in order to finish the play (Young xxv). Twenty years after 

Spedding’s proposition, his theory withstood enough scrutiny from other scholars that it 

was the accepted idea of Henry VIII authorship (Bertram 136). 

In 1887, Mendenhall did some of the first mathematical authorship testing. He 

looked at sentence length and word length to quantify an author’s style. Even though his 

research was not applied to Shakespeare, his methods were the first example of 

“stylometry,” or using mathematics to “extract quantitative measures [from texts] to 

assist in such [authorship] debates” (Stamatatos 3). His 19th century methods were even 

more relevant when computer programs eliminated his greatest academic limitations.  In 

his “Survey of Modern Authorship Attribution Methods,” Stamatatos outlines the 

problems inherent in pre-digital mathematical studies. The texts were too long (and 

probably lacked “stylistic homogeneity”), interpreting data was “mainly intuitive” and 

relative to the scholar, and there was no way of unifying or comparing methods because 

everyone began their research from their own baseline (Stamatatos 2). 

These problems are also inherent in Thorndike’s 1901 study of word ratios to 

determine Shakespeare authorship. Thorndike published charts comparing ratios of words 

such as “em” to “them.” His results were more pronounced in Henry VIII than in Two 

Noble Kinsmen, which led him to conclude that in Two Noble Kinsmen Fletcher was 

“more active in retouching Shakespeare’s lines and adding to them” (Vickers 429), an 

observation that makes sense considering the later date of Two Noble Kinsmen.   
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Alfred Hart looked specifically at the vocabulary used by Shakespeare throughout 

his plays in 1943. He compares the length of the play to the diversity of the language, and 

notes that Henry VIII is a singularity in its smaller vocabulary and longer text.60 He also 

looks at the puns and double-entendres in the plays in order to see if there is any great 

difference in Shakespeare’s plays versus those of his contemporaries. Hart’s work is 

another example of early stylometric studies, held back by the same limitations as his 

predecessors (Vickers 374). In his book Shakespeare: Co-Author, Vickers also points out 

that “Whichever category Hart investigated, he found the vocabulary in Shakespeare’s 

scenes to be larger and more creative than in Fletcher’s” (427). Hart’s study shows 

convincingly that Shakespeare and Fletcher were the only two playwrights who wrote 

Henry VIII.  

Still other scholars look at the dramatic content of the play to speculate about its 

author. R. A. Law’s 1959 article on “The Double Authorship of Henry VIII” used the 

depth of the characters are as an argument for a particular author.  He says that Act 4, 

scene 1, which he attributes to Fletcher, “exhibits a similar lack of dexterity in handling 

source material” (Law 488). When three anonymous gentlemen appear, Law notes that 

“no characterization of the Gentlemen is attempted” and that “Personally, I find the scene 

loosely joined together and sentimental, not deeply moving” (488). This commentary is 

irrelevant to the text because Law is assuming Fletcher is the weaker playwright. He 

implies that Fletcher’s imagery is overdone whereas Shakespeare’s is tasteful. He even 

notices that “scenes ascribed to Shakespeare in the transformation of source material 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
60 According to Hart’s study, Timon of Athens and Pericles, two other probable 
Shakespeare collaborations, have low percentages of text diversity compared to text 
length (Vickers 374).  
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show close attention to each speaker’s character, well-knit dramatic structure, and, for the 

first for acts, definite unity” while “scenes ascribed to Fletcher loosely link episode to 

episode, completely change… the character of Wolsey first presented, and in departing 

from the Chronicle, introduce much rhetoric and spectacle” (488). Law’s observations are 

not entirely unfounded, but he introduces too much personal bias in his assessment of the 

language and characters. Perhaps the play has weaker characterizations in general 

because of its dual authorship, but Law writes as if Shakespeare is incapable of creating a 

weak character and Fletcher incapable of creating a good one.61  

Another 1960 study revealed similar distinctions by author. Ants Oras studied 

punctuation and “pause patterns” in Shakespearean and Fletcherian plays to determine 

authorship. He developed a new way of visualizing the text, reproduced in the following 

format in the Appendix of Brian Vickers’ Shakespeare, Co-Author (Figure 25).  

 
Figure 25: Oras’s Frequency Polygons for Pauses in Shakespearean Plays 
 
 
Each miniature graph represents a play and is represented with the percentage of 

pauses in the text on the y-axis and the duration of the play on the x-axis (Vickers 501). 

Percentages are important in this type of study because, as is visible by the numbers 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
61 There are many situations where this is untrue. For example, Shakespeare’s character 
Dennis in As You Like It has three lines and no character development. (Dennis is often 
not included in modern productions of the play.) Shakespeare was capable of creating 
characters to aide transitions and relay information without particular depth.  
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above the graphs, the lengths of the texts vary. Oras’s study is limited because his method 

works better for substantiating proposed differences rather than for determining whether 

those divisions are accurate.   

Hoy examines Henry VIII in the same 1963 study that looks at Two Noble 

Kinsmen. He shows through linguistic tables that “hath” and “doth” are distinctly 

Shakespearean, whereas “ye” and “em” are primarily Fletcherian. He suggests that 

because the ‘ye’s are spread so sporadically in Act 4, scenes 1 and 2, that Shakespeare 

likely wrote them and Fletcher went back afterwards and added touch-ups (Hoy 81). Hoy 

reaches the same conclusion with Act 2, scenes 1 and 2 (Hoy 79). Hoy is another critic 

who is influenced by his subjective analysis. In his book he quotes Ribner, who believes 

Henry VIII is a “poorly connected series of episodes,” and he bases some of his 

speculation on the perceived lack of quality of Henry VIII. Hoy also includes a 

consideration of the manuscript that scholars have been basing evidence from (77). Hoy 

proposes that the ‘ye’s could have been added by the scribe and were not necessarily a 

mark of Fletcher. He questions whether the Henry VIII manuscript was written by one 

person, because the presence of ‘ye’s could mean a change in scribe and not a change in 

author (Hoy 78). However, according to Hoy’s analysis, the other differences in the text 

(such as verb phrasing and internal word ratios) are significant enough that he proposes a 

specific breakdown of Henry VIII. Hoy even decides that the ‘ye’s are too prevalent to 

ignore, given Shakespeare and Fletcher’s demonstrated use of ‘ye’ versus ‘you’ 

individually (Vickers 83). According to Hoy, Shakespeare wrote 2.1-2 and 4.1-2 and 

Fletcher went back and edited those scenes (Young 79).  The weakest part of Hoy’s 

argument is that wherever he claims that Shakespeare wrote and Fletcher edited, he 
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makes his claim based on a lack of Fletcherian qualities rather than the presence of 

Shakespearean qualities (Hope 69).  

In the early 1990s, Jonathan Hope argued that the reason that Shakespeare and 

Fletcher’s writing differs is that they come from different socio-economic backgrounds. 

He focuses on how “Shakespeare develops a style which is less like that of other 

playwrights” and examines the “use of relative markers as socio-historical linguistic 

evidence” (Hope 53). Hope observes that Shakespeare and Fletcher both altered their 

normal use of pronouns “to achieve a stylistic effect” in Henry VIII, which implies that 

they must have worked more interactively in writing the play, working together to create 

a more unified collaborative voice (Hope 82).  

In further investigation, Hope invents a particular visual representation of words 

by writer. The following chart demonstrates the percentage of times Shakespeare will use 

one of these words over another in various plays. Hope created similar diagrams for each 

of Shakespeare’s relevant contemporaries, with each bar representing a specific play by 

that author. This particular chart is a comparison in the relative pronouns “who,” “that,” 

“which,” or none, labeled as “zero” (Figure 26). I used a similar method in evaluating 

how often Shakespeare and Fletcher used particular terms and phrases, but I calculated 

percentages over multiple plays instead of single plays. Hope does average his results 

together for additional charts per author, but even he acknowledges the flaws in his study. 

He recognizes that texts are subject to potential “textual interference” when they are 

reprinted, which can affect some of the socio-linguistic clues he is looking for (Hope 53). 

Hope’s method does work to differentiate authors, and his ideas are furthered with the 

advent of digital technology.  
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Figure 26: Word proportion chart from page 41 of Hope’s Authorship of 

Shakespeare’s Plays: A Socio-linguistic study 
 

 
Post-Digital Collaboration Studies 

In 1998, Rudman estimated that we have developed over one thousand different 

ways to determine authorship (Stamatatos 1). Despite the large number, we have not 

decided on a single best way to determine authorship, and new methods keep being 

invented. Computers have so much potential to expand our perception of authorship, as 

they can quickly generate an overview of the contents of a piece of writing in various 

ways. Computer software can sort, tally, and compare text by symbol, by character, by 

word, and by any length of specific characters. One of the greatest advantages of the 

post-digital research done on Shakespeare collaborations is that computers do work that 

is tedious for us to do by hand. Because a computer can search through all of the words in 

a text in a fraction of a second, it can provide more reliable word frequency counts and 

give us more data. A careful selection of search terms and a wide array of new 

technologies let us eliminate irrelevant data and analyze texts from an informed digital 

perspective.  
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Although some of these methods have been applied to Two Noble Kinsmen and 

Henry VIII specifically, the larger trend in this work is to analyze large bodies of text and 

determine patterns of large-scale authorship so that we can look more closely at an 

individual writer’s language. The following is chronological research on post-digital 

authorship studies, followed by post-digital research on Shakespeare’s plays.  

Even though he does not focus on Shakespeare, David Holmes has published 

several papers about understanding digital ways of representing authorship. A statistician 

at University of Bristol, Holmes published remarks about “Authorship Attribution” in 

1994 in Computers and Humanities. He applies several pre-digital studies to our 

capabilities with post-digital research. He brings up relevant concerns with digitally 

studying authorship by referencing Bailey, a forensic researcher. According to Bailey, the 

following rules should guide a linguistic study of disputed authorship: 

 

(i) The number of putative authors should constitute a well-defined set; 

(ii) The lengths of writing should be sufficient to reflect the linguistic 

habits of the author of the disputed text and also of each of the 

candidates; 

(iii) The texts used for comparison should be commensurate with the 

disputed writing. (Holmes 88) 

 

In our Lexomics research, we have tried to adhere to these rules as much as 

possible by standardizing the spelling of our data input. Holmes puts this discussion in 

the context of different methods people have used, such as Mendenhall’s early word and 
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sentence length tallies to determine authorship (88). In a later paper on “The State of 

Authorship Attribution Studies,” Holmes comments on another limitation we encounter 

with stylometric studies- the tendency to look at computer data without referring back to 

the original sources. Holmes points out that, “although content analysis should be useful 

in stylometry, it has seldom been employed” (Rudman 1). This observation is one I hope 

to remedy with my Lexomics research, as I am constantly looking between the 

digitization and the content of the text.  

  An additional study that reviews the following decade of digital collaboration 

attribution is presented in a 2009 publication by Efstathios Stamatatos. Stamatatos 

provides an overview of “style markers,” which is the umbrella term for significant 

indications of an author’s writing (3). One of these potential markers is “vocabulary 

richness,” which can be calculated by various means including the formula V/N, where V 

is the unique number of tokens (words) in a given text and N is the total number of tokens 

plus the number of hapax legomena, the number of words that occur exactly once (5). 

Stamatatos mentions digital tools that have been incorporated into Wheaton’s 

Lexos software. He claims that texts can be quantified in vectors based on word count, 

and observes that these language vectors are often studied “disregarding contextual 

information” (5). Some studies have focused on function words, or the underlying 

articles, pronouns, and prepositions that constitute a text; while others have focused on 

the most frequent words. The function words are often the most useful in determining an 

author’s writing style because they are the words that are used regardless of the content 

of the text (5). For instance, the word “King” may appear a disproportionately large 

number of times in a play about King John; whereas the word “the” is likely to show up 
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in any text and its frequency is more dependent on the writer. I have studied function 

words and text quantification extensively in my Lexomics research. Stamatatos’s 

overview is relevant because it explains a functionality that is used by different types of 

software. Stamatatos summarizes various other methods and determines that the 

authorship question has become a “typical text categorization task” because we are able 

to quantify various aspects of texts and sort our results based on similarity and frequency 

(23). 

 

Post-Digital Shakespeare Collaboration Studies 

 Recent articles on authorship attribution mention Shakespeare in the context of 

Mendenhall’s research of the late 1800s. Mendenhall’s numerical analysis of writing is 

applicable to any study of authorship because even though his methods were not “wholly 

reliable indicators of authorship,” he was one of the first to say that an author has certain 

quantifiable patterns in his writing (Rudman 2). It was only a matter of time before 

modern scholars would turn again to Shakespeare with technology to improve on 

Mendenhall’s methods.  

In 2002, Brian Vickers published Shakespeare Co-Author about the history of 

research on five possible Shakespeare collaborations, including Titus Andronicus, Timon 

of Athens, Pericles, Henry VIII, and Two Noble Kinsmen. Vickers mentions an early 

computer study from the late 1980s into the early 1990s at the Claremont McKenna 

College, in California. Under the supervision of professors Elliot and Valenza, 

undergraduate students created 51 different authorship tests using the corpus of 37 plays 

by Shakespeare as a baseline. They tested elements of the texts such as vocabulary, 
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contractions, and word endings, and their results ended up accurately defining 98% of 

Shakespeare’s plays (117).  

Martin Mueller presented on his digital work with Renaissance texts in 2013. He 

focuses on a method he refers to as “scalable reading,” or large-scale computer analysis 

that gives information on where to look at a text on a smaller scale (32). Using the digital 

corpus of Early Modern texts, Mueller looked at how to determine one author compared 

to another. From these texts, he created “a database of repeated phrases from 320 Early 

Modern plays” and hopes to do more research with a larger number of plays after they 

have been standardized (34), or “scrubbed” in Lexos terminology. In his results, he 

explains that plays by the same author tend to contain more of these repeated phrases.  

If Mueller included more plays in his study as he intends to, he could be more 

confident of his findings. This is certainly something I have found to be true with my 

Lexomics work; I repeated tests with increasingly more information as I hand-scrubbed 

more texts. Large-scale computer programs give the researcher more information when 

there is greater input. If I run tests on five of Shakespeare’s plays, I am disregarding more 

than thirty plays that were probably written by Shakespeare. Mueller’s discussion of 

outliers in the data is also applicable. In terms of Shakespeare’s typical style, Two Noble 

Kinsmen and Henry VIII are outliers. We must scale our reading of the entire corpus and 

focus in on the plays whose language is quantifiably different.  

An Australian study published in 2014 focuses on another tool that is used in 

Lexos: data clustering, sorting textual data into sections, or “clusters,” based on similarity 

in the content of the text. To set up their research, Arefin, Vimierio, Riveros, Criag and 

Moscato, scholars from University of New Castle in South Wales, Australia, explain the 
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normal progression of digitizing the linguistic breakdown of a piece of writing. 

Researchers often identify “stopwords,” words that are removed from a text so that these 

popular words will not have an overwhelming influence in data clustering (Arefin 1). The 

article also mentions a limitation that I discovered with Lexos’s dendrogram function: 

texts in similar topics yield similar vocabularies.  

Arefin et al. had access to 256 plays and poems from the 16th and 17th centuries. 

Software known as Intelligence Archive created a matrix that tallied the word counts of 

every different word in the 256 texts (2). Researchers used this input a clustering method 

known as MST-kNN. In order to create “proximity graphs,” the software uses a recursive 

algorithm with variables such as the probability of a given word to establish similarities 

between texts (3). Another algorithm with kNN-cliques determines the most significant 

clusters (cliques) of similar texts, and the information from MST-kNN and kNN-cliques 

is merged to create one large cluster graph that emphasizes the “core interactions” 

between texts (4). Figure 27 shows the resulting graph in the PLOS-one article. 

 
Figure 27: “An Information Theoretic Clustering for Shakespearean Plays and 

Poems,” page 4 
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 The results of this study determined that there was a high prevalence of author 

linkage within clusters. Poetry appeared in a cluster separate from the plays, perhaps 

because poems are not written as dialogues and are usually shorter than plays so they 

have a smaller vocabulary due to their length (11). Two Noble Kinsmen sorted in Cluster 

1 near other Fletcherian plays, and Henry VIII was on the outskirts of Cluster 3 (4).62 

Like earlier work, the real benefit to this type of study is that it gives us a general reading 

of many texts. If we incorporate plays of unknown authorship with plays of known 

authorship, we can figure out where we should look closer and the types of similarities to 

be looking for.  

 

My Lexomics Research Compared to Past Collaboration Studies 

 Despite centuries of scholarship, there is no perfect way to quantify a piece of 

writing and say exactly who wrote it based on that number. We can now look objectively 

at studies of Two Noble Kinsmen and Henry VIII and find useful elements in each of 

them. If multiple methods lead to the same conclusion and those methods are 

independent, the conclusion is further validated. Studies have become so specified that it 

is hard to reproduce any one particular method, especially because many pre-digital 

studies rely on tedious tallies and computations. When two people separated by space and 

time test the same texts with different methods, matching results could mean they are 

closer to the “truth” that authorship research strives after.   

 Lexomics uses aspects of stylometric analysis that has existed through centuries. 

In my research, I use “scalable reading” methods to figure out where the outliers are in 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
62 It appears as if Henry VIII was one of the plays sorted by content instead of author, as it 
appears with other history plays. 
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the corpus of Shakespeare’s work, and then scale down further to see where specific 

differences are within those texts. Once I have reached the smaller scale, I turn to more 

dramatic and linguistic methods to justify differences in the texts. I examine character 

type, sentence structure, and line context in order to form and confirm hypotheses about 

the author of a given section of a text. I then take my hypotheses and scale back again; I 

will take my determined authorship divisions and see how they behave in tests with the 

larger corpus of Shakespeare and his contemporaries.  

Thus inspired by scholars past, I hope my new collaboration theory and Lexomic 

research is moving towards a new and inclusive method of studying collaboration. 

Instead of providing a complete authorship division, Lexomic results help us consider 

how authors interact to create a piece of text. The authors were not writing with the intent 

of being collaborative, but they somehow created this work that is different enough that 

centuries of scholars have tried to understand how they worked together. The research I 

have conducted is another step towards finding what words, motivation, and intent each 

author gave to the final work. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
!

“You’re only given a little spark of madness. You mustn’t lose it.” 
–Robin Williams 

 

The general theory of collaboration, the culture of the Renaissance, my work with 

Lexomics, and the research of prior scholars all suggest that collaborative writing is 

distinct. Collaborative writing is ultimately different than what either contributor would 

have created on his own. To quote Robin Williams, I believe that we are all given unique 

“sparks of madness.” When we work together, our idiosyncrasies combine in ways that 

are also unique. In Elise’s and my middle school stories, I remember that I would often 

write pages not knowing what to do with the characters. Elise would write the next page 

and take the plot somewhere I did not expect. Other times I intentionally added plot 

twists to see how she would react. The resulting stories are absolutely the product of the 

two of our minds; we were influenced by each other in our contributions to the final 

notebooks.  

I do not have access to enough sample texts to run additional tests, but I am 

convinced that working with Elise influenced my future writing. I spent years reading 

expressions in our stories that she uses more than I do, and I came out of our story project 

with these expressions established in my lexicon. For instance, Elise uses the word “said” 

significantly more than I do, but as our work progresses, she uses “said” proportionally 

less where I use it proportionally more. This shift in individual language comes from 

collaborative writing, although the extent of the shift changes depending on the 

circumstance of the collaboration. 
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In all of the collaborations I have studied, the most remarkable thing about them 

was explained best by Melia Bensussen, the Director and Chair of Performing Arts at 

Emerson College. In a seminar on collaborative playwriting on April 9, 2015, she spoke 

of her most recent collaboration at Sleeping Weazel theatre company in Boston, 

Massachusetts. The Tempest (or Bark’s Dream) was a one-act play commissioned by 

Wheaton Professor Charlotte Meehan and written by Boston University playwright Kate 

Snodgrass in collaboration with Meehan and Bensussen. Bensussen referred to this 

collaboration as “genuine” because they worked from a place of love for the theatre and 

nobody was concerned about the ownership of an idea. Even though Snodgrass wrote the 

words of the play, the three women developed the play together and all of them 

influenced the final product.  

Similarly, the collaborations I have studied are valuable because the contributors 

do not care about where an idea or a sentence originated. Although using Lexomic 

methods we can see where Shakespeare or Fletcher had more of an influence on Henry 

VIII or Two Noble Kinsmen, they did not sign their names after each line they wrote. 

Their focus was not individual contributions. They wanted to create a play, not to create 

pieces of a play by individual authors. As Bensussen explained about the process of 

writing Bark’s Dream, “When you write on your own, you don’t get there.” Working 

with another person can be the only way that a piece will ever be written. The 

collaborative process holds people accountable to finish what they are working on, and 

pushes everybody involved to come up with new and better ideas. In playwriting 

situations like these, collaboration is the reason that these plays reach their theatrical 

potential. I have written collaborative plays that have gone onstage because we had many 
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minds working on the show, and because we had a deadline. These components are not 

sufficient on their own, and both are necessary to propel a show to production.  

On the other end of the spectrum, writing with someone else can be detrimental to 

the final product. If the two contributors have busy schedules that cannot be reconciled, it 

can be difficult to organize the collaboration and the production can be delayed. As 

discussed in my chapter on re-theorizing collaboration, one collaborator could be a 

weaker writer and his contributions could lessen what the other is capable of on his own. 

The two people might be working for the same goal, but might have different 

expectations of the genre they are working in or the plot they have decided on. We cannot 

see into each other’s minds to know if the character I picture is the same as the one you 

picture; indeed, it is rarely (if ever) the case that all moviegoers agree with the portrayal 

of a character based on a literary figure. Suddenly authorship becomes personalized to the 

reader. When a character is described one way in a book, every reader will have her own 

image of the character because of our associations with descriptions of physical features, 

personality traits, and habitual actions. Similarly, I do not believe two people are capable 

of creating the exact same character unless the character is based on someone they both 

know personally. Thus the characters in a collaborative work may always have a 

discrepancy from their dual creator. Whether it is a help or a hindrance, collaboration 

does affect the organization of a final piece.  

I have found that studying collaboration is imminently useful. Collaborations 

thrive with the current structure of our world; and if we are able to see how they work on 

a more focused level, we can appreciate the effort that went into the final product. Even 

though ideas themselves are rarely original, two people can combine ideas in infinitely 
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many ways. It has become the norm for groups writing sitcoms to sit in a room together 

and develop their show together.  Many movies have teams of writers. Journal articles 

often have multiple contributors, and even anthologies, literary collections of people’s 

work, have a collaborative nature to them. The benefit of using Lexomics to study 

collaboration is that I have a better idea of how plays could have been written in the 

Renaissance. There is so much potential in these methods to study how other forms of 

writing were compiled, and if I had more time I would look further into Renaissance 

theatre but I would also expand my research into different modes of writing. Had I not 

done this research, I would have never realized that I used to never use “said,” or that I 

always abbreviated “ok.”  My research has given me traceable insight into my own 

writing patterns, and similar methods can help our understanding of the written language.  

We should not ignore the single author. The individual is important. Everything 

collaborative has input from its unique contributors, and sometimes that individual 

influence is more apparent. Remarkably, in collaboration, a single author’s voice will not 

have the last word. I have found that the single author is mostly detectable with careful 

analysis of his individual style applied to searches throughout the entire collaborated text. 

Most of the time, we will not be able to pick out a collaboration if it is not labeled, 

partially because we assume singular authorship but also because we interact with the 

final products regardless of authorship. Once a text reaches the stage, it becomes the 

audience’s to interpret. They will draw their own associations regardless of who wrote it. 

However, the audience does gain a deeper appreciation for the work they are seeing if 

they understand the process behind it. With my exploration of the processes of 

collaboration and specific Renaissance case studies, I have come to appreciate more 
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nuances of my sample plays. Collaboration is worthwhile because it is so linked to how 

we process our lives. This type of research gives us a fuller and more comprehensive 

understanding of collaboration. 
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ii. FIGURES 
!
!
Figure A: Table of Collaboration Process Possibilities 

Collaboration Table Close Distant 
Synchronic -Closest to prototypical 

-Work in the same room 
-Both contribute to written 
product/both contribute 
ideas 

-Email exchange 
-Back and forth relationship 
-Frequent updates 

Diachronic -Work over time 
-Brainstorm together 
-Personal/conversational 
exchange of ideas  

-Editor/Writer relationship 
-Distant exchange of ideas 
-Completed with gaps of 
time that can be from 
months to years 

 
 
 
 
Figure B: Shakespeare Theatre of New Jersey worksheet on Pericles authorship; 
designed by Elizabeth Peterson, content from Bevington Shakespeare and Folger 
edition of Pericles 

 

Q: Did Shakespeare write Pericles?  !
A: Probably. Did Shakespeare write 
Pericles on his own? Probably not. It 
is speculated that he collaborated with 
his contemporary George Wilkins in 
the writing of Pericles. Most people 
believe that Wilkins wrote Acts I and 
II, and that Shakespeare wrote acts 
III, IV, and V. 

Q: Why do we think George Wilkins 
wrote the first two acts of Pericles?  !
A: The first two acts of Pericles have a 
distinctive style that isn’t found 
anywhere else in Shakespeare, but is 
found in Wilkins’ writing! Also, in 
1608 Wilkins wrote the prose The 
Painefull Aduentures of Pericles 
Prince of Tyre, linking Wilkins to the 
story of Pericles. 

Q: What else is 
different about 
Pericles? !
A: Although Pericles 
was first printed in 
1609, Pericles did not 
appear in the first 
major compilation of 
Shakespeare’s work, 
the First Folio of 
1623. It was included 
in the Third Folio of 
Shakespeare’s work 
in 1663-64. The 
version we have of the 
1609 text is also 
considered a “bad 
quarto” because of 
the quality of its 
punctuation and 
stage directions, 
among other things.  

Q: What are some 
other ideas about 
why Pericles is so 
different?  !
A: Some people 
speculate that the 
1609 quarto was put 
together from 
memory by two 
different people, 
(possibly actors), one 
who knew the first 
two acts and one who 
knew the final three. 
It has also been 
suggested that 
Shakespeare wrote 
the whole thing as a 
revision of someone 
else’s play and left 
their first two acts 
unchanged.  

SOURCES:  !
Folger Edition of Pericles !

Bevington Complete Works of 
Shakespeare Sixth Edition 

Pericles Authorship: 
Shakespeare in Question
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Figure C: Shakespeare and Fletcher Word and Phrase Count 
! !  
  Fletcher- 

First 5 
plays 

Fletcher 
Percentage 
per phrase 
or word 
type 

Fletcher 
Percentages- 
out of 
112,272 
words 

Shakespeare
All except 
Henry VIII 
and TNK 

Shakespeare 
percentage 
per phrase or 
word type 

Shakespeare 
Percentages- 
out of 823,976 
words 

Ye 1057 35% 0.002 250 2% 0.0013 
You 1562 51% 0.125 14,025 80% 0.0019 
Thee 417 14% 0.029 3234 18% 0.0005 
              
fare ye 
well 

9 64% 0.00008 3 3% 0.000003 

fare you 
well 

2 14% 0.000018 71 62% 0.00009 

fare thee 
well 

3 22% 0.00003 40 35% 0.00005 

              
warrant 
ye 

8 57% 0.00007 8 9% 0.000009 

warrant 
you 

1 7% 0.000008 63 74% 0.00008 

warrant 
thee 

5 36% 0.00004 14 16% 0.00002 

              
pray ye 10 52% 0.00009 5 1% 0.000006 
pray you 7 37% 0.00006 385 80% 0.0005 
pray thee 2 11% 0.000018 92 19% 0.0001 
              
tell ye 29 42% 0.00026 3 1% 0.0000036 
tell you 25 36% 0.00022 206 68% 0.00025 
tell thee 15 22% 0.00013 96 31% 0.00012 
              
tell 'em 4 100% 0.00003 0 0% 0 
tell them 0 0% 0 30 100% 0.000036 
              
let 'em 10 59% 0.00009 0 0% 0 
let them 7 41% 0.00006 121 100% 0.00015 
              
hark ye 9 69% 0.00008 9 26% 0.00001 
hark you 4 31% 0.00003 25 74% 0.00003 
              
Yes 118 94% 0.001 193 20% 0.0002 
ay/aye 7 6% 0.00006 778 80% 0.0009 
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Figure D: Dendrogram of divided Two Noble Kinsmen with Fletcherian and Regular 
Stopwords 
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Figure E : Dendrogram with divided Henry VIII and Fletcherian and Regular 
Stopwords
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Figure F: Jailer’s Daughter and Miranda Monologues Dendrogram
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Figure G: Jailer’s Daughter and Miranda Monologues Bigram 
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Figure H: Bigram of Shakespeare and Fletcher Plays
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Figure I: Page 20 and 21 of “Reflection” Story, page 20 by Elise and 21 by Elizabeth 

 

 

Figure J: Front page of Two Noble Kinsmen 

!


